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A message from our Chairman

In a year when it is at last possible to talk of growth in the construction
sector, and look forward as well to growth in scheme membership,
I present to you the Trustee Annual Report for the year ended 31st
December 2014 and bring to your attention some of the highlights
and changes that occurred since the last report.
I commented last year on the negative impact of the removal of the protection
offered by the Registered Employment Agreement on our Scheme and
expressed the Trustee hope that both employers and employees would
continue to avail of the benefits of active membership. Over the last year, the reduction in active
members has been 9% which indicates confirmation of a decline in active membership.
However, now that the sector is growing again, every effort must be made to extend the same
protection and benefits offered by the Sick Pay Scheme, Death in Service Benefit and, of course, saving
for a future pension to both those returning to work in construction and those new to construction.
In relation to the Death in Service Benefit, the CWPS Trustee are delighted to announce an increase in
cover from €63,500 to €100,000 from 1st May 2015 for members currently paying into CWPS. This is at
no additional cost to members or employers.
The value of the overall fund, made up of all the individual member’s pots, has grown from €946 million
at the end of 2009 to €1,349 million at the end of 2014; an increase of €403 million or 42% in 5 years of
turmoil nationally and internationally, as well as enormous contraction in the active members of the
Scheme since 2009. The performance of the fund has been strong for 2014, with an average increase
across the eight sub-funds of 12.1%. The detail of each of the sub-funds are set out on page 11 of the
report.  In 2015 the Trustee are improving the way in which members’ Pension Accounts are invested in
the sub-funds to better provide for the benefits members might expect from the Scheme in retirement,
with the number of sub-funds increasing from eight to thirteen.
The Scheme received the award for ‘Best Pension Scheme in Ireland’ at the IPE Awards in November
2014, which were held in Vienna. When presenting the Award the judges’ commented that CWPS
was: “A well structured scheme with rigorous governance structure; there would appear to be a good
understanding of the underlying liabilities and assets to appropriately manage risk.” I am sure that you,
as members, will join me in extending our congratulations to the Trustee, management and staff who
work so hard to achieve this level of recognition for the Scheme.
2014 saw the retirement of Pat Ferguson after many years of service as Secretary to the Trustee, and
I take this opportunity to wish him a happy and healthy retirement. I also welcome Anne Keogh as the
new Secretary to the Trustee and wish her well in her new position.
The report, and accounts which follow, set out in detail how the Trustee, together with the
Administration Company CPAS, the Investment Advisors and Scheme Actuary managed the fund in
2014 and you can be assured that the same commitment and care will continue on behalf of members
in 2015 and beyond.
I would encourage you to read through this report and if you have any queries or comments relating
to it, please contact us.

Andy O’Gorman
Chairman
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Highlights of the year
During the twelve months to 31st December 2014:

•

€45,788,041 was collected in contributions:

•

€26,968,771 from employers,

•

€17,979,181 from members, and

•

€840,089 in AVCs.

•

112 employers joined the Scheme and a total of 1,176 employers ceased to be active
or were suspended from Scheme membership.  A number of  these employers were
removed as they no longer had active members.

•

27,081 members were active in the Scheme during the year.

•

1,855 members claimed their retirement benefits.

•

The Scheme made pension payments including Lump Sums totalling €23,388,250

•

The Scheme made Lump Sum Death Benefit payments totalling €2,646,425

•

The Scheme made payments of AVC Drawdowns totalling €70,984

•

The Scheme’s investment income amounted to €4,566,078

•

The Scheme’s investments increased in value by €125,032,463

As at 31st December 2014:

•
•

There were 293,653 individual member accounts in the Scheme.
The value of the Member Accounts (including contributions received but not yet allocated)
totalled €990 million.

•

The total net asset value of the Scheme’s assets totalled €1,359 million.

•

7924 pensioners and dependants received pension benefits from the Scheme.

•

The value of the Annuity Fund (including the associated Annuity Reserve) was €235 million.

•

There were 19,083 active members in the Scheme.

•

7,104 employers were adhering members of the Scheme.   
    A list of these employers is available on request to the Scheme.  
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About the Scheme
The Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme (“the  Scheme”)
was established by a Trust Deed dated 25th May 2006,
and was set up by the industry as a non-profit making
occupational pension scheme.
The Scheme provides a cost effective and secure way for
employers to fulfil their legal obligations under the Pensions
(Amendment) Act 2002 to provide access to at least one Standard
Personal Retirement Savings Accounts (PRSAs). Membership of
CWPS also provides Death in Service cover and Sick Pay benefit
and it gives members the opportunity to build up valuable pension
benefits for their retirement. When any changes are made to the
Rules of the Scheme, the Trustee will notify members.
The Trust Deed and Rules were amended in 2014 and copies of the
amended Deed are available on request or on line at www.cwps.ie.
Although the Scheme is classed as a defined benefit scheme
for the purposes of the Pensions Act 1990, this relates only to
pensions paid by the Scheme. As members contribute to the
Scheme, an account builds up in the member’s name, based on
the contributions paid in and the investment returns
generated by these contributions.
The Scheme is funded by contributions which are paid by the
employers and members into individual accounts for each member
within the Scheme.  At retirement, members may use their fund to
provide a lump sum benefit  and a pension from the Scheme.  The
pension payable is provided out of the Annuity Fund, a reserve
held within the Scheme.  The Trustee monitors the level of reserve
funds and the investment return achieved by the Scheme’s
assets in determining the return adjustments to be allocated to
members’ accounts from time to time.   The return adjustments
may be negative as well as positive. If the Scheme is wound up
with a deficit, the employers are not under an obligation to fund
the deficit; in this event there is no guarantee that the Scheme
will have sufficient funds to pay the benefits promised. Further
information in relation to this Risk Statement may be obtained
from the Trustee or from the Member Care team at 01 497 7663.
Further details about how the Scheme works and the benefits it
provides are on page 8.
There were no changes to basic Scheme Information, as set out
in Schedule C to the Occupational Pension Schemes (Disclosure
of Information) Regulations, 2006, during the year.
The Scheme is approved by the Revenue Commissioners under
the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997. It is also registered with the
Pensions Authority and its registration number is PB 185038.

Looking after the Scheme
The Scheme is operated on behalf of the industry by a
Trustee Company, the Construction Workers’ Pension  
Scheme Trustees Limited (“The Trustee”). The Trustee  
company is run by a Board of Directors.
There are ordinarily 11 Directors: five Employer Directors, five
Trade Union (Member) Directors and a Chairman.

selection of the Directors is set out in the Occupational Pension  
Schemes (Member Participation in the Selection of Persons for
Appointment as Trustees) (No. 3) Regulations, 1996 (S.I. No 376 of
1996).
The Trustee is responsible for looking after the Scheme and for
ensuring that it is run according to the legal document which
governs it, the Trust Deed and Rules.  
The Trustee must make sure that the Scheme complies with current
legislation, that benefits are paid correctly and on time, and that the
fund is invested prudently with the aim of meeting its obligations as
they fall due.  The Trustee has a duty to act in the best interests of
the  membership as a whole.

During the twelve months to 31st December 2014, the
Directors were:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

  Andy O’Gorman  (Chairman)
  Leo Crehan (appointed 1st February 2014)
  Eric Fleming  
Conor Lynch
  Jim Moore
  Joe O’Brien
  Bernard O’Connell  
  Tony O’Leary
Brendan O’Sullivan
  Richard P Treacy (retired 31st January 2014)
  William Wall
  Owen Wills       

Being a Trustee Director of the Scheme is an important   and
demanding role. Whilst the Directors do not need   any prior
experience of pensions and investments, it is important that
the Directors have a knowledge and understanding of pension
and trust law, the principles for funding a pension plan and the
investment of assets. All new Directors of CWPS Trustees Ltd are
required to attend a Trustee Training Course.
To help the Directors keep pace with changes affecting pensions,
they attend seminars organised by the pensions industry and
receive ongoing briefings from  the Scheme’s advisers on financial,
actuarial and legal   issues. As part of their training, all of the
Trustee  Directors have access to the Pensions Authority  ‘Trustee  
Handbook and Guidance Notes’.
This knowledge enables the Trustee Directors to carry out their
duties and ensure that the Scheme is well run. However, the
Directors are not pension experts, so they have appointed a
number of external advisers to assist on issues such as pension
funding, investment and pension law. The advisers during the
period under review are listed overleaf.  

All Directors are, or have been, involved in the construction
industry. The right of Scheme members to select or approve the

Administering the Scheme
The Scheme is administered by the CIF Pension Administration Services Limited (CPAS).  CPAS is responsible for the day to day
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administration of the Scheme: collecting contributions, setting up new members and employers, maintaining member records, calculating
and paying benefits to members.  They also have dedicated Employer Care and Member Care teams who are on hand to assist with any
employer or member queries.  The Administrators also have access to the Pensions Authority ‘Trustee Handbook and Guidance Notes’.  

Trustee Report
Advisers to the Trustee
Actuaries and Consultants 		

Paul O’Brien, FSAI FIA, Actuary,
Towers Watson (Ireland) Ltd
Trinity Point, 10-11 Leinster Street South, Dublin 2

		
    

Administrators 		

CIF Pension Administration Services Ltd (CPAS)
Canal House, Canal Road, Dublin 6

Auditors

Mazars Chartered Accountants & Registered Auditors
Harcourt Centre, Block 3, Harcourt Road, Dublin 2

Bankers 		

Allied Irish Banks plc
1 Lower Baggot Street, Dublin 2

		

Bank of Ireland
103 Leeson Street Upper, Dublin 2

Investment Managers 		
		

Alder Capital (Caceis)
One Custom House Plaza,  IFSC, Dublin 1

		

APT Venture Capital
Apex Centre, Blackthorn Road, Sandyford, Dublin 18

		

BlueBay Asset Management LLP
77 Grosvenor Street, London, W1K 3JR
BNY Mellon Asset Management International Ltd
Administration Centre, The Harcourt Building,
Harcourt Street, Dublin 2
  

             Crown Alpha PLC - LGT Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited
Segrave House, 19/20 Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2
Fidelity International Real Estate Fund SICAV
2a rue Albert Borschette, L-1021 Luxembourg
Goldman Sachs Asset Management International
River Court, 120 Fleet Street, London, EC44A 2BE
Irish Life Investment Managers Ltd
Beresford Court, Beresford Place, Dublin 1
Kleinwort Benson Investors (KBI)
Joshua Dawson House, Dawson Street, Dublin 2
Legal & General Investment Management
1 Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA

		

PIMCO
Brown Brothers Harriman Fund Administration Services (Ireland) Limited
Styne House, Upper Hatch Street, Dublin 2
Principal Global Investors (Europe) Ltd
1 Wood Street, London, EC2V 7JB
Ruffer LLP
80 Victoria Street, London, SW1E 5JL
Schroder Investment Management (Luxembourg) S.A.
5 rue Höhenhof,  L-1756 Senningerberg, Luxembourg
Standard Life Investments (Corporate Funds) Limited
1 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2LL
  

State Street Global Advisors Ltd
Two Park Place, Upper Hatch Street, Dublin 2
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Advisers to the Trustee
Custodian 		

Credit Suisse Administration Services (Ireland) Limited
Kilmore House, Park Lane, Spencer Dock, Dublin 1
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co.
2-8 Avenue Charles de Gaulle, B.P. 403, L-2014 Luxembourg
CACEIS Ireland Limited.
One Custom House Plaza, IFSC, Dublin 1

Independent Investment Adviser

Acuvest Investment Advisers
10 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin 2

Solicitors

Eversheds
One Earlsfort Centre, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2
McCann Fitzgerald
Riverside One, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2

Property Managers

CBRE Ireland
Connaught House, 1 Burlington Road, Dublin 4  
Jones Lang LaSalle
10/11 Molesworth Street, Dublin 2
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Looking after our people
Our members
At 31st December 2014 there were 7,104 adhering employers in the Scheme, 7,924 pensioners and dependants, and 293,653 members:
comprising of 19,083 contributing members, and 274,570 deferred members (former members who did not contribute to the Scheme
during the 2014 year but who have left their benefits in the Scheme to draw at a later date). Throughout the year there was a total of
27,081 active members participating in the Scheme.
The chart below shows the Scheme’s membership as at 31st December 2014 and comparative figures for 2013.   Due to the large
number of employers participating in the Scheme, the Trustee is exempt from being required to list all their names in this document.
However, the names of the Scheme’s participating employers are published as an appendix to this report. As it is in excess of 300
pages it is available only on request to relevant persons as defined in the Occupational Pension Schemes (Disclosure of Information)
Regulations, 2006 (as amended).
2014

2013

Pensioners & dependants

7,924

7,916

Deferred Members

274,570

263,687

Active Members

19,083

21,064

Employers

7,104

7,973

Scheme Benefits
The aim of the Scheme is to provide members with the opportunity of building up pension benefits for retirement and to provide a
degree of financial protection for them and their families whilst they are working.  
Members’ benefits build up on a defined contribution basis. Each active member has a pension account in the Scheme. The member and
their employer pay an agreed pension contribution of €44.39 to the Scheme with the employer paying €26.63 and the member paying
€17.76.  In addition, members may make Additional Voluntary Contributions to build up a larger account within the fund.  

Weekly contribution rates for the year to 31st December 2014
Contribution
Pension

Member
€17.76

Employer
Total
   €26.63                            €44.39  

Death in service                               €  1.11                                          €  1.11  

           €   2.22  

Sick pay                                              €   0.63                                          €  1.27   

           €   1.90

  Total                                                    €19.50                                          €29.01                            €48.51
For the purposes of completeness, the weekly amounts levied by the Benevolent Funds and the Construction Workers Health Trust
(which amount to €1.69) could be paid by way of a combined payment resulting in an overall contribution rate of €50.20.
The Trustee invests members’ pension accounts in a range of age-related investment funds, with the contributions used to secure units
within each fund. The Trustee declares a monthly investment return for each fund which is then used to change the unit price for each
fund. The value of each member’s pension account is then adjusted to reflect these returns and moves in line with the change in the unit
prices. The aim is for the member’s account to grow through investment returns and the contributions paid in.  
Because of how member accounts build up, their value depends ultimately on the amount of contributions paid and the performance of
the funds in which the member’s account is invested. The main risks in relation to how benefits build up is that these contributions may
be inadequate to meet members’ pension expectations, investment returns may be lower than anticipated, or the cost of converting
members’ accounts into annual pension may be higher than anticipated. The Trustee therefore regularly reviews how the Scheme’s
investments have performed and the overall funding position of the Scheme.  
When the member retires, the Trustee will use the member’s account to provide pension benefits through the Annuity Fund within the
Scheme. Members can decide, within certain limits, what type of benefits they receive.  Once in payment, members’ benefits are classed
as defined benefit entitlements. Because benefits are paid from the Scheme, the security of members’ benefits depends ultimately on
the Scheme’s financial health. The main risk is that the investments held by the Scheme (the assets) might be insufficient to meet the
benefits built up by members (the liabilities) when they are due. In order to reduce this risk, the Trustee holds a specific reserve above
the value of the liabilities, as well as taking a number of further mitigation steps as outlined overleaf.  
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To reduce this risk, the Trustee:
•

has prepared a Statement of Investment Policy Principles, setting out its approach to how the Scheme is invested;  

•

has appointed independent consultants to advise them and independent professional investment managers to
manage the Scheme’s investments;  

•

receives ongoing investment advice and guidance from the Scheme’s Investment Adviser;  

•

instructs the Scheme Actuary to carry out regular reviews to examine the appropriate rates for converting members’
pension accounts into pension, and the appropriate returns which should be applied to members’ pension accounts;  

•

instructs the Scheme Actuary to carry out an annual review of the Scheme’s financial health to determine whether the
Scheme meets the statutory Minimum Funding Standard; and

•

employs professional consultants to advise it on all aspects of the Scheme’s management.

A summary of Scheme benefits

Member’s pension account

value depends on the contributions paid in by the member and their employer
adjusted by the investment return achieved

The member’s pension account is used to provide benefits

If the member stops
working for an employer
who participates in
the Scheme, they can
choose:

• to leave their benefits    
    invested in their     
    pension account until
    they retire as a        
    “deferred member”

OR
• to transfer the value of
their pension account
to another pension
arrangement  

If the member
retires, as well as
a pension they can
choose from a range
of benefits including:

• a cash lump sum - a

    portion of which is     
    paid tax-free

• pension benefits for

    their spouse on their
    death

• annual increase to
their pension

If the member dies, the following benefits
will be paid:
If they were still contributing to the Scheme
up until that time :
• a Death in Service benefit of €63,500*, plus
   a lump sum of €3,175 in respect of each eligible
child, plus  
• a refund of the value of the member’s account
If they had left the Scheme but their account
was still invested in the Scheme:
• a refund of the value of the member’s
account payable to their estate
If they had already retired:
• a pension for their spouse (if they were married);
other benefits will depend on the options the
member chose when they retired.
* Increased to €100,00 from 1/5/2015

Protecting members’ interests
The Scheme has a very stringent credit control policy for identifying and pursuing employers who may fall into arrears with member
contributions. Procedures are in place to advise members every three months if their pension contributions are outstanding for three
months or more.
The Scheme wishes to acknowledges the assistance of the Pensions Authority and the Pensions Ombudsman in this important task
of protecting our members.  
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Communicating with members
For the Trustee, communication is a top priority. This means making sure our members understand how the Scheme
works and the benefits they are building up; that employers have the necessary tools and information to operate the
Scheme; and that the Scheme is publicised to encourage take-up amongst eligible employers.
In communicating with members, the Trustee is committed to using language that is clear and simple and has gained the Plain English
Campaign Crystal Mark Accreditation on a number of Scheme booklets and information flyers. Scheme information is provided in an
easily accessible manner and there is also a range of information available about the Scheme via the Scheme’s website www.cwps.ie.
In their efforts to continually improve services to employers and members, CWPS offers all members Online Access giving instant access
24-hours a day.  Members can register for Online Access where they can view their pension contribution, their fund value and update
their personal details. Members can also use the CWPS Pension Calculator to get an estimate of their future fund values.   Employers can
register for the Online Payment System (OPS), where they can pay their monthly pension schedules on line each month.
In addition, the Trustee issues the following documents each year:

•
•
•
•
•

   A personal benefit statement to active members;
   CWPS Newsletter to all active members;
   Leaving Service Option statements to members who have left the Scheme;  
   A Statement of Reasonable Projections to all new members
   The full Annual Report and Accounts – this is available to all Trade Unions in the Industry, to all participating
   employers and members on request from the Member Care team or can be downloaded from our website www.cwps.ie

•

   Letters to members if their contributions are outstanding for three months or more;

Providing support to members
The Scheme has a dedicated Administration Team who deal with everything from simple queries to helping members and employers
complete forms and other relevant paperwork.
General questions about the Scheme should be directed to:
phone:
01 497 7663
fax:
01 496 6611
email:
info@cwps.ie
write to:       Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme, Canal House, Canal Road, Dublin 6

Resolving any disputes
While our team can deal with the majority of employer and member queries, any issues which they cannot resolve are referred
to the Trustee. Where a member is not satisfied with the response they receive, the Scheme has an Internal Dispute Resolution
procedure. This procedure is a legal requirement under Article 5(1) of the Pensions Ombudsman Regulations, 2003 and is designed
to ensure that, if a dispute arises, it is properly investigated and, where possible, resolved to the satisfaction of all parties. Members,
beneficiaries and prospective members of the Scheme can request a copy of the procedure from the Trustee at the address above.
If a member has followed the Scheme’s Internal Dispute Resolution procedure and is still not satisfied or has a complaint, they can
contact the Pensions Ombudsman. The Ombudsman can determine disputes of fact and law relating to Occupational Pension Schemes
and Personal Retirement Savings Accounts (PRSAs). There are certain issues which are not covered by the Pensions Ombudsman’s office
and which remain the responsibility of the Pensions Authority.
You can contact these various bodies by:
writing to: The Pensions Authority, Verschoyle House, 28/30 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2
calling:
01 613 1900 or lo-call: 1890 65 65 65
emailing:      info@pensionsauthority.ie
writing to:    Office of the Pensions Ombudsman, 4th Floor, Lincoln House, Lincoln Place,  Dublin 2
calling:
01 676 6002
emailing:      info@pensionsombudsman.ie  
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Looking after the fund
Setting the strategy
Although members build up a pension account in their name, the underlying assets of these accounts are held in a common
fund. The Trustee is ultimately responsible for looking after this fund and for making sure that it is invested prudently so that
members’ benefits can be paid when they are due.
The fund’s investment strategy is set out in a document called the Statement of Investment Policy Principles (“SIPP”) which you will find
on page 13 (copies of the SIPP are also available on our website www.cwps.ie under “How the Funds are Invested”). This sets out the
Trustee’s approach to investments and their aims for the fund. It includes details of the level of returns the fund’s assets should aim to
generate, and how much of the fund should be invested in assets which have the potential to generate good growth and how much
should be invested in assets which carry less investment risk but generally produce lower returns. In setting the strategy, the Trustee
receives expert advice from independent investment consultants. The Trustee also reviews the SIPP from time to time to make sure that
it remains appropriate.
In investing the fund’s assets, the Trustee has structured the fund to meet three main aims:

•
•
•  

Member accounts: to hold the assets making up members’ accounts
and invest them in such a way that will cause the  value of the accounts
over time to grow
Annuity Fund: to hold assets so that pensions can be paid to  members  
who have already retired

Expense and Death in Service Reserves Fund  
Former Members Reserve Fund

Annuity Fund
Members Accounts

Reserve Fund: to hold reserves to meet other potential costs and
risks associated with the day-to-day running of the Scheme

This graph shows how the fund is allocated; further details are set out below.

73.4%

General Reserve

17.4%
0.3%

0.8%

8.1%

Although the Trustee is ultimately responsible for how the fund is invested, it delegates the actual day-to-day investment of the fund’s
assets to a number of different investment managers. Each manager is given a different remit by the Trustee as well as a benchmark that
the Trustee expects it to meet. Within this remit the investment managers have discretion to decide which assets to buy, sell or hold onto
with a view to generating suitable returns. The table below shows how the fund’s assets were allocated between the different managers
at 31 December 2014. These percentages will vary from time to time due to rises and falls in the markets.
Type of asset

Investment manager

% of fund

Bonds and Cash
Bonds
Bonds
Bonds - IGARB
Bonds
Cash
Cash

Irish Life Investment Managers
16%
Legal & General Investment Management
12%
BlueBay
         
   2%
Bank of New York Mellon Asset Management    2%
Irish Life Investment Managers
                    10%
Bank of Ireland
                                      2%

Total Bonds and Cash
Equities and Property
Passive
Passive
Passive – Small Cap
Active
Emerging markets
Property

10

44%
State Street Global Advisors
                   10%    
Irish Life Investment Managers
                      6%
Irish Life Investment Managers
   2%
Principal Global Investors                                         5%
Irish Life Investment Managers                                    3%
                      6%

Total Equities and Property

32%

Alternative / Opportunistic assets
Alternative
            
                 LGT Crown Fusion
Alternative
               
                 Alder Capital
Alternative
               
                 Schroders
                    
Alternative
               
                 Goldman Sachs Currency
Opportunistic – GTAA fund
                 Ruffer
Opportunistic – GTAA fund
                 Bank of New York Mellon Asset Management
Opportunistic – GTAA fund
                 Standard Life Investments
Opportunistic
                 Post Advisers
Opportunistic – Irish Corporate Credit                  Bluebay

  7%
  3%
  2%
  2%
  3%
  2%
  2%
  2%
  1%

Total Alternative / Opportunistic assets

24%

Overall Total

100%

Trustee Report
Member accounts
How members’ accounts are invested
The majority of the fund’s assets make up the value of each individual member’s pension account.  The assets are managed
and invested by external specialist investment managers. All pension contributions, after a small initial charge made by the
Trustee to meet the expenses of running the Scheme, are invested. The expenses incurred by the Scheme (the initial charge
of 2% on contributions and a quarterly charge of 0.125% applied to members’ accounts and annuity funds) are well below
those which a member would be charged individually, mainly because the fund’s assets are pooled (invested collectively)
thereby producing cost savings.
During the 2014 year, contributions were allocated by the Trustee to eight separate investment funds depending on the member’s age:  
•     Members who are a long way from retirement have their accounts invested mainly in shares and property. This is because,
over long periods, these types of investments have historically provided good returns above inflation.
•     As members approach retirement, their accounts are gradually moved into bonds issued by the Government which deliver
a fixed-rate of interest, as the returns achieved by these funds more closely match the cost of  providing a pension.
The table below illustrates how the investments in each age-related fund are allocated between the various investment types. The
Trustee sets a target asset allocation for each sub fund but recognises that the actual asset allocation of the Scheme’s assets at a point
in time may diverge from the strategic asset allocation due to reasons of cashflow, investment performance, market return expectations
etc. The percentages shown are guidelines as the Trustee does have the flexibility to invest the overall assets of the fund differently to
generate better returns in the interest of members.  
In 2015 the Trustee have improved the way in which members’ Pension Accounts are invested in the sub-funds to better provide for the
benefits members might expect from the Scheme in retirement, with the number of sub-funds increasing from eight to thirteen.
Up to
age 44

age
45 - 49

age
50 - 54

age
55 - 59

age
60 - 61

age
62

age
63

age
64+

Real
Assets
Monetary
Assets

Cash

Fund A

90% : 10%

Fund B

80% : 20%

Fund C

70% : 30%

Fund D

Fund E

60% : 40%

45% : 55%

Fund F

Fund G

Fund H

30% : 60% : 10% 20% : 65% : 15% 10% : 70% : 20%

The Trustee, in conjunction with its advisers, monitors the investment performance of the Scheme’s assets and determines any
investment return adjustments to be made to the eight sub funds based on the underlying performance of the Scheme’s assets. The
Trustee regularly monitors the investment performance of the investment managers and the assets they manage. As part of its duty to
act in the best interests of members at all times, the Trustee will revise the investment management arrangements if necessary. Later in
this document you will find reports on the performance of the assets held by the investment managers.  

How members’ pension accounts build up
Each member’s pension account builds up through contributions from the member, the employer and any Additional Voluntary
Contributions (AVCs) that the member chooses to pay, together with the investment returns declared by the Trustee.  
Each month, after taking advice from the Scheme Actuary, the Trustee declares an investment return for each of the eight separate
investment funds. This return is based on the actual performance of the Scheme’s assets and the overall funding level of the Scheme.
This return is then applied to the member’s account. Because of the way that the fund is invested, the return may be a negative rather
than a positive amount, for example, if there was a fall in asset values. However, the Trustee’s aim is that any negative returns are
balanced out by positive ones in the long term. The member’s pension account is used to provide benefits for the member on retirement
or their dependants if the member dies before retirement.  

Fund Returns for 2014

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

up to age 44
age 45 - 49
age 50 - 54
age 55 - 59
age 60 - 61
age 62
age 63
age 64+

10.00%
8.93%
8.07%
11.89%
12.32%
12.54%
12.64%
13.3%
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Trustee Report
Annuity Fund
Investing the fund for pensioners
The Trustee also holds assets so that the Scheme can pay pensions to members who have already retired. The actual assets in which this
part of the fund is invested depends on the overall level of funding within the Scheme, and the solvency levels required by law.
At present these assets are primarily invested in fixed-interest bonds. The Trustees intention is that these match the pension cash flows
which the Scheme must make to retired members, whilst continuing to meet the statutory funding requirements set by the Pensions
Authority. The Trustee monitors the performance of the fixed-interest investment manager against the targets set.

Monitoring funding levels
As members’ pensions are paid by the Scheme, it is important that the Scheme’s financial health is examined regularly to make
sure that sufficient money is building up to pay benefits when they are due.  
It is also important to make sure that the Scheme’s assets and funding meet the levels of the statutory Minimum Funding Standard set
by the Pensions Authority. To this end, the Trustee arranges for the Scheme Actuary to carry out a thorough review of the Scheme at
least every three years.
In order to provide greater security for the Scheme, a reserve above the value of the statutory liabilities is also held.
The Actuary’s Report is on page 36 and the Scheme’s Actuarial Funding Certificate is on page 38.

Options on retirement
When they come to retire, members use their pension account to provide pension and other benefits. They can choose from a number
of options as shown in the table below:     

Option A

Option B

Option C

Single Member

Single Member

Married Member

A pension for the rest of the member’s life                                    X

    X

                X

A pension guaranteed to be paid for at least five years              X           

    X  

                X        

Annual increases to the member’s pension of 3% a year  

                             X

Option D
Married Member

                           X
                    X

                                                    X

A pension for the member’s spouse on their death
of 50% of the value of the member’s pension  

      

               X

Option to take a percentage of the account
as a tax-free lump sum                                                                          X

     X                                 X

                    X
                    X  

The rate at which a member’s account is converted into pension varies from time to time. The Trustee obtains actuarial advice each
month to determine the conversion rate to ensure that the options provided to members fairly reflect market conditions at the time the
member retires. The current conversion rates used by the Scheme have always been more attractive than those which a member could
obtain in the marketplace on an individual basis.
If a member chooses for their pension to be increased each year once in payment, the annual increase will be made on 1st January each
year. Members who chose an indexed pension at retirement had a 3% increase in pension applied on 1st January 2015.

Reserve Fund
The Trustee also needs to hold reserves to meet a number of other potential costs and risks associated with the day-to-day running of
the Scheme.
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Statement of Investment Policy Principles
Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme Trustee Limited (“the Trustee”) is responsible for overseeing the investment of the
assets of the Construction Workers Pension Scheme (the “Scheme”).  The Trustee is also responsible for preparing this
Statement of Investment Policy Principles (the “SIPP” or “Statement”) which provides an overview of how the assets are
invested and managed.
In preparing the SIPP the Trustee has had regard to the requirements of the Pensions Act covering such Statements as well as relevant
regulations. The legislation requires that the Statement covers at least the following areas:

•
•
•
•

Investment objective;
Investment risk measurement methods;
Risk management processes; and
Strategic asset allocation.

This Statement is organised under the following headings:

•
•
•
•

Description of Scheme;
Governance of the Scheme;
Scheme Investment Objective & Investment Risks
Risk Management – Structures and Processes

Whilst the preparation of a SIPP is mandatory, the Trustee considers the preparation and maintenance of such a Statement to be good
practice.  In preparing this document, the Trustee has sought advice from the Scheme’s Investment and Legal Advisers and the Scheme
Actuary.  The Trustee reviews this Statement at least every three years or following any change in investment policy which impacts on
the Statement.  The Statement was endorsed by the Trustee as having effect from 26th June 2014

Description of the Scheme
The Scheme operates for the exclusive purpose of providing retirement and death benefits to eligible participants and beneficiaries. The
assets of the Scheme are vested in and held by the Trustee. The Scheme is a hybrid scheme but is classified as a defined benefit scheme
for pension legislation purposes.  The Scheme is a multi employer industry wide scheme and Appendix I includes extracts from the Trust
Deed which highlights the Trustee’s responsibilities and provides the context in which the Scheme operates and in which the Trustee
establishes and monitors investment policy.
The Trustee recognise that the participating employers covenant with the beneficiaries is limited to contributions.
The key characteristics of the Scheme are outlined below. In addition a copy of the explanatory material provided to the Scheme
members and employers is attached as Appendix II.

•

In the period prior to retirement age, contributions paid by or on behalf of members are invested in [notional] individual
member accounts within the Scheme.

•

The accumulated value of these individual member accounts are used at retirement to secure pension benefits from the
resources of the Scheme.

•

In relation to the portion of the holdings attributable to the individual member accounts, it should be noted that the level of a
members pension at retirement will depend on the contributions paid into the fund, the investment return realised - which in
turn is dependent on the investment returns achieved on the Scheme’s assets, as well as the rate at which the Scheme
converts the members accumulated funds into a pension.

•

In addition to the assets attributable to individual member accounts the Scheme holds assets to match pensions in payment
to retired members, as well as a specific annuity reserve.

•

The Scheme also holds additional reserves to cover death in service benefits, expenses and the possible entitlements of
historic members, as well as a General Reserve held as a buffer against adverse Scheme experience.

•

Employer and employee contributions are not dependent on the Scheme’s experience (including the investment returns on
assets).

•

Members have a direct interest in the sufficiency of the assets of the Scheme as the Scheme is required to meet the
Statutory Funding Standard under the Pensions Act. In addition, members who have not yet retired have a direct interest in
the investment returns achieved on the assets of the Scheme.

•

The Scheme is required to certify annually that its resources are sufficient to meet its liabilities under the Statutory Funding
Standard under the Pensions Act.
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Statement of Investment Policy Principles
Governance of the Scheme
The Trustee is responsible for the investment of the Scheme’s assets.  Strategic, and from time to time, tactical decisions affecting
Scheme investments are taken by the Trustee after drawing on the skills and experience of external advisers including investment
managers, investment advisers and actuarial advisers. Appendix III is a list of the Scheme’s current advisers and investment managers.
Trustee’s responsibilities include:

•

Focusing on member outcomes and ensuring that at all times, all decisions are taken with member objectives, as assessed by
the Trustee, in mind.

•

Identifying the investment and risk objectives of the Scheme, taking into account the needs of different groups of members,
formulating an appropriate investment strategy and keeping said objectives and strategy under regular review;

•

Appointment and subsequent performance monitoring, supported by the Investment Committee, of the investment
managers used to effect the investment strategy;

•

Determining the level of return to be allocated to members accounts by reference to the performance of the Scheme and
determining the level of any reserves held by the Scheme;

•
•

Determining the structure of sub funds in which members accounts are invested.

•

Communicating investment risk and providing information to members, as well as regularly reviewing this Statement and
updating it as required.

Making any necessary changes in the strategy, investments, investment managers, advisers or other services that relate to
the investment of assets; and

The Scheme is managed by the Trustee. The Trustee board consists of 11 directors drawn from the Social Partnership within the
Construction Industry. The Board sets the overall investment strategy. The Board has appointed an investment adviser to provide
advice to the Board in relation to the formulation and implementation of investment strategy.
The Board has also established a sub-committee of the Board, the Investment Committee, in order to enhance its oversight of the
Scheme’s investment strategy and the implementation of that strategy.  The Investment Committee meets regularly, typically eight
times per year and keeps the main Board updated on investment issues.
The Committee is advised by the Scheme’s investment adviser and focuses on the following key items:

•

Monitoring the overall performance of the investment strategy and investment managers and its implications for member
outcomes;

•

Overseeing the management of the Scheme’s asset mix within agreed ranges. This includes consideration of how new
contributions should be invested and when to rebalance the mix of assets;

•

Regularly challenging the strategy in light of changing market conditions and innovations in the pensions investment
environment;

•
•

Ensuring there is a good process for managing ”member outcome” risk and that it is operating effectively; and
Evaluating new investment ideas and opportunities.

The Investment Committee brings forward recommendations to the Board for approval.

Scheme Investment Objective & Investment Risks
The investment objective of the Scheme can be summarised as follows:
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•

For members saving towards retirement to manage the investment of their contributions in order to generate a reasonable
rate of return, having regard to the form of benefits that might ensue, over the time they are invested in the Scheme.

•

For pensioners the Trustee has established an investment objective which is to keep investment risk low within that part of the
portfolio set aside to fund pension payments.

Statement of Investment Policy Principles
For pensioners the main investment risks are
i.

that returns achieved on assets do not match that assumed in calculating the funds needed to pay future pensions and
that the underperformance causes the funding position of the Scheme to deteriorate to such an extent that the Scheme is
unable to pay members their expected pensions; and

ii.

that the movement in the value of the assets held does not match the movement in the value of the Scheme’s liabilities for
pensioners resulting in the Scheme failing to meet the Statutory Funding Standard.

For members who have not yet retired the main investment risk is that the returns realised in their individual accounts is disappointing
due to poor performance of the Scheme’s investment strategy.   In addition to the risk of disappointing overall returns during the period
members are invested there is also the risk that the value of their individual accounts falls significantly in the final years before retirement
due to a downturn in markets. This risk is most relevant for members who are within ten years of the Scheme’s normal retirement age
as they may not have sufficient time to benefit from a market recovery.

Risk Management – Structure & Processes
In setting the investment policy the Trustee has had regard to the:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

benefits provided by the Scheme;
investment fund structure previously communicated to members;
contribution inflows;
regulatory requirements applying to the Scheme and relevant legislation;
valuation of the Scheme’s liabilities as measured by the Statutory Funding Standard;
implications for the strategy in relation to the likelihood of continuing to meet Statutory Funding Standard;
volatility of the Scheme’s level of funding when measured on a market related and Statutory Funding Standard basis; and
policy adopted by the Trustee in setting pension conversion terms under the Scheme.

To assist with the management and oversight of the Scheme’s assets the Trustee groups the assets into four main sub-funds, namely:
the Annuity Fund, the Return Seeking Assets Fund and two Monetary Assets Fund, one for members with more than 10 years   to
retirement and one for those within 10 years. The Scheme also holds additional reserves to cover death in service benefits, expenses
and the possible entitlements of historic members.
The Annuity Fund is used to fund pensions in payment. The Trustee has adopted a prudent investment strategy which seeks to match
the expected future liabilities with appropriate government bonds. This bond portfolio is customised by the fund manager to closely
match the expected benefit payments. In this way investment risk is reduced.
On an annual basis the Actuary, investment adviser and the fund manager work together to review underlying changes in the
liabilities and if necessary make adjustments to the Annuity Fund to ensure the assets remain well matched with the expected pension
payments. The Scheme remains exposed to changes in the value of its liabilities under the Statutory Funding Standard not being
matched by an equivalent change in the value of the assets held. The Trustee arranges for the Actuary to complete an annual actuarial
assessment of the sufficiency of the Scheme’s assets to meet the Statutory Funding Standard.
To reduce the risk of significant losses in expected benefit outcomes for members nearing retirement the Scheme is structured in a way
to systematically reduce investment risk as a member moves closer to the normal retirement age.
The automatic risk reduction of member funds is accomplished by creating a series of member funds to group member assets according
to a member’s age. There are currently eight member funds. Each member fund invests in a mix of the Return Seeking Asset Fund and
a Monetary Assets Fund. The result is that younger members have higher exposure to the long-term growth potential associated with
Return Seeking Assets while members closer to retirement have a higher exposure to Monetary Assets, where the emphasis is on
providing less volatility in the member’s ultimate pension and lump sum expected from the Scheme.
The Return Seeking Assets Fund represents the growth engine of member’s funds. As such it is also the fund with the highest risk.
To mitigate this risk the Trustee:

•

Ensures the fund is well diversified to reduce the risk to members of any one asset class underperforming for long periods;
and

•

Sets ranges for the main asset categories of equities, property and alternative assets, and has a process – through the
Investment Committee meeting - for making informed decisions to vary the allocation within those bands.
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Statement of Investment Policy Principles
Recognising that risks differ for different members the Monetary Assets Fund has two sub funds, one for younger members (defined as
those with more than 10 years until retirement) and one for older members (those with less than 10 years to retirement):

•

For younger members the role of their monetary assets is to provide a level of stability and capital protection to their overall
portfolio especially at times when the return seeking assets fall in value.

•

For older members the role of their monetary assets is to match annuity prices and provide for a cash lump sum at retirement.

The following is a summary of the current asset allocation policy for each of the Annuity, Return Seeking and Monetary Assets Funds.

Return Seeking Assets Fund

Annuity Fund
100% invested in bonds except for any
Reserves in the fund which are invested
in a combination of Return Seeking
Assets and Monetary Assets.

Asset Category
Equities
Property
Alternatives
Credit

Monetary Assets Fund
Older Members:

Range
35% – 55%
0% – 15%
24% – 36%
0% – 10%

GTAA
Cash

Cash (Euro Bank Deposits)
Euro Government Bonds

40%
60%

The split between cash and bonds is determined by the
estimated percentage of members which are expected to take
their monies via a lump sum and those that are expected to
buy a pension.

Range

The bonds held in the older members monetary assets match
those held in the annuity fund.

0% – 15%
0% – 20%

Younger Members:
AAA/AA 0-5yr Euro Government Bonds 50%
Absolute Return Bond Funds
50%

The eight member funds and their respective asset allocation ranges are:

eight member funds and asset allocation ranges

FUND

AGE BAND

1

Up to 44

2

45-49

Return Seeking Assets
Monetary Assets

70% - 90%
10% - 30%

3

50-54

Return Seeking Assets
Monetary Assets

60% - 80%
20% - 40%

4

55-59

Return Seeking Assets
Monetary Assets

50% - 70%
30% - 50%

5

60-61

Return Seeking Assets
Monetary Assets

35% - 55%
45% - 65%

6

62

Return Seeking Assets
Monetary Assets

20% - 40%
60% - 80%

7

63

Return Seeking Assets
Monetary Assets

10% - 30%
70% - 90%

8

>64

Return Seeking Assets
0% - 20%
Monetary Assets
80% - 100%

ALLOCATION
Return Seeking Assets 80% - 100%
Monetary Assets
0% - 20%

The Trustee monitors the investment performance of the Scheme’s assets and having received the advice of the Scheme Actuary and
Investment Adviser, determine on a monthly basis the appropriate level of return (positive or negative) to be allocated to each of the
eight member funds.  The Trustee periodically reviews the structure of the member funds in conjunction with the Scheme Actuary and
Investment Adviser.
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Statement of Investment Policy Principles
Strategic asset allocation is the process by which the Trustee establishes, and then manage, the mix of investments within agreed
ranges. This process takes account of market conditions, the nature, form and duration of the Scheme’s liabilities, the overall funding
position of the Scheme and member objectives to balance the opportunity to increase returns with risk management considerations.
Strategic asset allocation is a standing agenda item for the Investment Committee meetings.
The Trustee also monitors the overall funding position of the Scheme. This involves assessing the value of the Scheme’s assets relative
to the aggregate of:

•
•
•

The valuation placed on Members Accounts within the Scheme;
The value placed on pensions payable by the Scheme; and
The value placed on any reserves or other benefits under the Scheme including contingent benefit entitlements.

This funding review is completed, at least annually, by the Scheme Actuary. The Scheme Actuary also periodically assesses how the
Scheme’s funding level could deteriorate as a result of market conditions and the strategy being pursued and this assists the Trustees
in considering the level of investment risk being taken by the Scheme.
Other factors taken into account in managing risk include:

•

The Trustee has set the investment policy to provide for sufficient liquidity to meet unexpected cash flow requirements in the
majority of foreseeable circumstances. The Trustee recognises, however, that there is scope for the Scheme to invest in
illiquid assets whilst maintaining an acceptable level of liquidity for the portfolio as a whole.

•

The Trustee employs a number of different specialist managers in order to implement the chosen strategy for the Scheme.
In certain asset classes or sub- asset classes, managers are employed simply to replicate market performance. In other asset
classes managers are employed with a mandate to attempt to outperform market indices.

•

Where managers are targeted with outperforming market indices, it is expected that there will be a greater divergence
between the return achieved by the manager and the return achieved in the market. One of the risks to which the Scheme is
exposed is the extent to which manager returns may under perform market returns in the relevant asset class.

26th June 2014
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Appendix I
Extracts from the Trust Deed and Rules
Investments
9.1   The Trustee may, subject to compliance with its investment obligations under Section 59(1)(a) of the Pensions Act, retain
any amounts it thinks proper in bank  accounts designated in its name and may invest or apply the whole or any part of the
          remainder of the Fund which is not required immediately for the purposes of the Scheme in, or on the security of, any stocks,
shares, debentures, debenture stock, units in collective investment undertakings or other investments or applications of any
kind, wherever situate, whether income producing or not, whether involving liability or not and whether or not authorised by
law for the investment of trust moneys, or on whatever credit (with or without security) as the Trustee in its absolute
discretion thinks fit and more particularly:

•

by placing any amount on deposit or current account designated in its name with any local authority, bank, insurance
company, building society or finance company at whatever rate of interest (if any) and on whatever terms the Trustee thinks fit,

•

by investing in transferable or non-transferable securities, including shares, warrants, debentures including debenture stock,
loan stock, bonds, certificates of deposit and other instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness issued by or on behalf
of any body corporate or mutual body, government and public securities, including loan stock, bonds,

•

and other instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness issued by or on behalf of a government, local authority or
public authority, bonds or other instruments creating or acknowledging indebtedness, certificates representing securities, or
money market instruments,

•

by participating in any collective investment scheme or fund, including a unit trust, partnership, company or unit linked
arrangement, a scheme of deposit administration or any form of managed fund administered by any financial institution
including a credit institution or Life Office,

•

by investing in any deferred or immediate annuity contracts or policies or retirement, endowment or sinking fund contracts or
policies effected with any Life Office on terms that all sums payable under the contracts or policies shall be held by the Trustee
upon trust for the purposes of the Scheme,

•
•

by participating in any investment (whether income producing or not) or in the acquisition or acquisition and development of
any interest in land or property, whether alone or jointly with any other party (notwithstanding that the interest of the Trustee
may be a minority interest) and whether as partners or as trustees, to hold the same upon trust for sale or otherwise, or
by engaging in underwriting or sub-underwriting in connection with the offer for sale of any stocks, shares or other securities.

9.2    Subject to Clause 13.3, money shall be deposited and investments registered in the name of the Trustee or in the name of some
    company as nominee of the Trustee.
9.3    The Trustee may, subject to the requirements of the Pensions Act, borrow for the purposes of the Scheme, whether on the
          security of investments or otherwise, and may undertake on behalf of the Scheme any liability in relation to any investment or
          application of the Fund.

            

9.4    In investing the assets of the Scheme, the Trustee may establish such one of more sub-funds to be utilised by the Trustee from         
          time to time for the purposes of the Scheme as the Trustee may, in consultation with the Actuary, determine, and may maintain   
          such sub-funds for such period as the Trustee in consultation with the Actuary deems appropriate.  Where provided for under this
          Deed and Rules, such sub-funds shall include the Annuity Fund, the Members’ Reserve Fund, the Former Members’ Reserve Fund
          and the Death in Service Fund.  The Trustee shall adopt appropriate investment strategies for investing each sub-fund which it      
          maintains.
9.5    The Trustee shall maintain a Members’ Reserve Fund in respect of any Accounts maintained by it under Rule 6.  The Trustee may                  
          create sub-funds within the Members’ Reserve Fund which may be invested in different classes or types of assets.  The Trustee may
          allocate the assets comprising an Account between one or more such sub-funds, and may vary the allocation between such sub-               
          funds from time to time having regard to the age or the period to anticipated retirement of the Member or former Member on
          whose behalf of the Account is held.
9.6    The Trustee shall maintain an Annuity Fund in respect of any pension benefits paid or due for payment or contingently payable out
          of the Fund.  The Trustee may maintain within the Annuity Fund such reserves as the Trustee in consultation with the Actuary deems
          to be appropriate in order to provide for such benefits and to  pay for the cost of administering the Annuity Fund and the payment     
          of pensions.  In determining the amount of any pension benefits to be secured in respect of a Member or former Member under the
          Rules the Trustee shall be entitled to have regard to the overall funding position of the Annuity Fund from time to time with respect
          to the liabilities which it is intended to match or cover.
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Appendix II
Communication Material Provided to Members
About your account
How will my account build up?
Your account will build up through your and your employer’s contributions.   In addition, an investment return will be declared by the
Trustee, which will affect the value of your account.  The declared investment return will reflect how the investment funds in which your
account is invested have performed. Clearly, the better the investment funds perform, the more money there will be available in your
account to buy you benefits at retirement.

Who invests my account?
The Trustee is responsible for deciding how the money building up in the Scheme is invested. Actual day-to-day investment decisions are
delegated to specialist investment managers.  While the Trustee has taken great care in selecting the investment managers, you should
remember that the Trustee cannot be responsible for the actual investment performance of any manager. However, the Trustee does
monitor investment performance regularly and, as part of its duty to act in the best interest of members at all times will revise the investment management arrangements, if necessary.

How will my account be invested?
When you are a long way from retirement, your account will be invested mainly in shares and property. This is because, over long periods,
these types of investments have historically provided good returns ahead of inflation.  As you get closer to age 65, your account will
gradually be moved into Bonds issued by the Government which deliver a fixed rate of interest.  This is because the returns achieved by
fixed-interest funds more closely match the cost of providing a pension for you.  You should remember that investments can fall as well
as rise, and that providing for your retirement is a long-term commitment.  The aim is that poor fund performance in any one year will not
prevent a positive outcome over the course of your working life.  More details on the investment funds are included in the insert at the
back of your member booklet.

How will I know how my account is building up?
Each year the Administration team will send you a personal benefit statement. This will show how much has been paid into your account,
how your account is building up, how the value of your account has changed during the year, and an indication of the benefits that you
might be able to build up by age 65.  Although your benefit statement is only an indication of your benefits, it will enable you to keep
track of your pension savings and help you decide whether they are adequate, just as you would with any other type of savings account.
Members can also register for Member Online Access at www.cwps.ie  where they can view their pension contributions and fund values
and keep their personal details up to date.  Members can also use our Pension Calculator to get an up to date projection of their estimated
fund value and expected pension at retirement.

Will any charges be deducted from my account?
The Scheme’s investment managers charge a fee for managing the Scheme’s investments and there are other costs which the Trustee
must pay in order to run the Scheme.  To meet the Scheme’s expenses, the Trustee charges a fixed amount on contributions paid into the
Scheme and the value of assets held by the Scheme. The Trustee believes that the Scheme’s charges are set at a very competitive level.
The level of charges are detailed in the insert at the back of your member booklet and will be outlined in your benefit statement each year.  
These are the only charges which are deducted from your account.
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Appendix III
Current Advisers and Investment Managers
Equity

Irish Life Investment Managers
State Street Global Investment Advisors
Principal Global Investors

Fixed Income

Irish Life Investment Managers
Legal & General Investment Managers
BlueBay Asset Management
BNY Mellon (Newton)
Post Advisors

Cash

AIB
Bank of Ireland
Irish Life Investment Managers

Other Return Seeking Assets

Alder Capital
BlueBay Asset Management
BNY Mellon (Newton)
Goldman Sachs Asset Management

LGT (Crown Alpha)
Ruffer
Schroders
Standard Life

Property (indirect)

Standard Life Investments
Fidelity International Real Estate
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Property Consultants

Jones Lang LaSalle

(Direct holdings)

CB Richard Ellis

Scheme Actuary

Towers Watson

Investment Advisers

Acuvest Ltd

Legal Advisers

Eversheds

Investment Managers’ Reports
1st January to 31st December 2014
The Scheme’s assets are mainly invested with sixteen investment managers. As explained on page 10 each manager is given a different
remit by the Trustee and different benchmarks which they are expected to meet. Reports from a number of our investment managers are
set out on the following pages. Each report explains how the assets under the manager’s control are invested, how the value of assets
has changed during the period under review, and a commentary on the performance of the assets.   

Investment managers’ fees
Investment management and custody fees charged by the managers of unitised or managed funds are levied by adjusting the relevant
unit prices of the funds. Throughout the period under review the investment managers provided the Trustee with detailed reports on the
management of monies invested.
The investment management expenses disclosed in the accounts do not include similar charges levied by the managers of unitised or
managed funds. The investment managers concerned are remunerated on a fee basis calculated as a percentage of the assets under
management.
With effect from 1st July 2006, the Trustee adopted a formal Statement of Investment Policy Principles (SIPP) (page 13) in accordance
with the requirements of the Social Welfare & Pensions Act 2005. Copies of the SIPP are also available to download from our website
www.cwps.ie or from the Member Care team. The Trustee formally reviewed and revised the Scheme’s Statement  of Investment Policy
Principles on 26th June 2014.  
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Alder Capital (Caceis)
How the assets are managed
The assets are invested in a systematic currency fund (AG20 Currency Sub-Fund), managed by Alder Capital.

How the assets are invested
The assets are invested in a systematic currency fund (AG20 Currency Sub-Fund), managed by Alder Capital.
The fund can gain exposure and attempt to capture movements in the following major liquid currencies: Euro, US Dollar, Japanese Yen,
Canadian Dollar, Australian Dollar, UK Pound Sterling and Swedish Krona.

Value of the Assets
Value of assets 1st January 2014
  €  42,084,350
    Net Contributions
  €                          Appreciation/depreciation                                                                                                         +1.76%
    Market value of assets held at 31st December 2014                                               € 42,826,798

Overview of investment performance
The period between 01 January 2014 and 31 December 2014 (the “Period”) saw an increase of 1.7642% in the value of the assets owned
by the Construction Workers Pension Scheme Trustees Ltd (the “Scheme”).  
In the Period, the biggest contributor to the positive performance came from the trend-following component of Alder Capital’s trading
system.
This first half of 2014 proved to be a tricky period for the currency fund. We had an environment where the market was exhibiting low
levels of volatility that coincided with directionless trends in the market. This happened across all the major currency pairs the fund
invests in.
All of that changed by September 2014. It was from this point onwards that the currency markets began to exhibit more normal behaviour.
Most of the major currency pairs that the fund invests in started to move, providing directional trends that the fund has been designed
to capture.
The main positions that led to the recovery and eventual gains were buying US Dollars against Australian Dollar, Japanese Yen and Euro.
The Japanese government continued and increased their quantitative easing, designed to weaken the Japanese yen.   Its continued
depreciation meant the Japanese Yen lost value against the US Dollar leading to gains for the Fund.  The Australian dollar tends to be the
developed world currency most affected by developments in China. As the Chinese economy slowed a little in 2014, the Australian dollar
lost value. Again the Fund was able to profit from this development buying US Dollar against the Australian Dollar. Finally the rumour and
then eventual confirmation that the ECB would begin their own quantitative easing, saw the Euro weaken for much of the latter half of
2014. This also provided an opportunity for the fund during the period.     

The Construction Workers Pension Scheme Trustees Ltd became a direct investor in the Fund on November 28th 2013.

Alder Capital (Caceis) is registered in the Republic of Ireland.

Investment return achieved for the period
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+1.76%   

BlueBay Asset Management
Absolute Return Bond Fund
How the assets are managed
Our focus is on conducting rigorous and dynamic fundamental research with the objective of identifying mispriced securities - and likely
catalysts for their re-pricing - taking advantage of inherent information asymmetries and behavioural anomalies which are consistently
exhibited by professional investors. Our methodology - developed over nearly two decades at BlueBay and former employers - has been
tested throughout market cycles and crisis episodes. We combine tactical flexibility with investment discipline via a set of structured
investment processes: this is vital to generating alpha over the credit cycle. An absolute return mindset governs our approach to investing,
and we are benchmark-agnostic. We believe the discipline of running short books enhances our research and tactical trading skills. Our
approach to risk and implementing investment ideas is a differentiating feature of our investment processes, and reinforces our belief in
the value of active management.

Value of the Assets
Market value of the assets held at 31st December 2013
   €                   0
  Net Contributions during 2014
   €30,731,135             
  Appreciation/depreciation                                                                                               (€      398,069)      
  Market value of assets held at 31st December 2014                                                  €30,333,066

How the assets are invested
Europe

            

Cash
North America   
UK

  

        

Other

       

      45.87%

        

      31.49%

                       

      13.46%

         

        5.52%

       

        3.66%     

    

Overview of investment performance
The key drag to performance was the decisions on term structure, in particular the short duration positioning in the US market. Term
structure cost the Fund around 74bps of performance over the year.
Our decision to be structurally overweight credit (favouring Europe) was positive for performance, as ECB dovishness pushed core
government yields down and led investors to hunt for yield. However, our decision to reflect this by favouring Crossover credits ended up
negative for performance as the compression trade that played out early in the year switched to a decompression trade led by weakness
in the high yield area. Bottom-up corporate credit picks were a drag to performance with that underperformance coming mostly from our
overweights in the energy sector. This was led by Weatherford, following the dramatic fall in the oil price during the second half of 2015.
Our position in Portuguese bank Banco Espirito also cost some performance mid-year, although we had sold out of that name ahead of
the real weakness.
Being long sovereign credit beta also added to performance as spreads tightened versus Bunds. The biggest positive performance driver
last year was our bottom-up selection in this space. Long periphery through Spain, Italy and Portugal was particularly beneficial early in
the year and our positions in Central and Eastern Europe were also noteworthy performers; the best performers in the sovereign book
were Slovenia and Hungary.
Finally, currencies contributed positive returns to the Fund with our long dollar positioning during the second half of the year against
underweights in euro, Swedish krona, Canadian dollar and sterling.
Blue Bay Asset Management is registered in the UK.

Investment return achieved for the calendar year

The BlueBay Investment Grade Bond Fund   +1.27%    
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BNY Mellon Asset Management
Global Real Return Fund
How the assets are managed
The objective of the Sub-Fund is to achieve a total return in excess of a cash benchmark over an investment horizon of 3-5 years. The
fund has a performance aim of cash (1 Month Euribor) + 4% p.a over 5 years before fees.

Value of the Assets
Market value of the assets held at 1st January 2014                        € 26,953,159
Net Contributions

                        €                      -                 

Appreciation/depreciation

                     5.16%    

Market value of assets held at 31st December 2014                        € 28,343,788

How the assets are invested
Equities
Europe Ex UK
North America   
UK
  
Japan
Pacific Ex Japan
Other
Bonds

        

             25.76%
                            17.62%
             10.91%
                2.95%
                2.79%
                0.52%
             60.55%

Govt Bonds
Corp  Bonds
Index Linked Govt

              19.24%
                2.66%
                1.21%
             23.11%

Convertibles

                2.16%

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Other

                6.80%

Commodities
                4.50%
Infrastructure
                2.02%
Floating Rate Notes
                0.85%
Derivatives
                                                     0.03%
                                      

Overview of investment performance
Over the review period, the Fund’s W share class returned +5.16%, compared with a return of +4.14% for EURIBOR 1 Month + 400bps,
both in Euro terms.
Among the Fund’s equity holdings, Microsoft performed notably well over the year given its successive sets of good financial results.
Healthcare company Novartis’ performance stood out, after undertaking a well-received asset swap with GlaxoSmithKline. Media-related
companies Wolters Kluwer and Reed Elsevier also made strong contributions, especially in the latter part of the year, as both continued to
execute their respective operational strategies well. Accenture, the IT services company, performed robustly too, helped by a strong set
of third-quarter results which prompted investors to start to factor in a rebound of corporate IT spending.
Government-bond exposure – held to reflect an increasingly challenging global economic backdrop – made a positive contribution over
the year as yields in many countries fell to historic lows. Derivative protection, which was put in place as insurance against a significant
market correction, generally detracted from performance, given the strength in equities over the year.

Investment return achieved for the period
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+5.16%.

BNY Mellon Asset Management
Global Dynamic Bond Fund
How the assets are managed
The objective of the Sub-Fund is to achieve a total return in excess of a cash benchmark over an investment horizon of 3-5 years. The
fund has a performance aim of cash (1 Month Euribor) + 4% p.a over 5 years before fees.

Value of the Assets
Market value of the assets held at 1st January 2014                        €              0.00
Net Contributions

                        € 30,682,276                                      

Appreciation/depreciation

      €       172,356      

Market value of assets held at 31 December 2014                        € 30,854,632
st

How the assets are invested
Geographic Bond Distribution
United Kingdom

21.33%

United States

14.25%

Netherlands

5.42%

Australia

3.58%

France

3.41%

Canada

3.36%

Supranational

2.38%

Germany

2.27%

Mexico

2.22%

Luxembourg

2.00%

Brazil

1.99%

Others

37.80%

Overview of investment performance
Over the review period, the Fund’s I share class returned +2.68%, compared with a return of +2.14% for EURIBOR 1 Months + 200 bps,
both in Euro terms.
The Fund’s bias towards high-quality sovereign and corporate debt proved beneficial as government bonds rallied towards the end
of the year. Holdings of long-dated US Treasuries and selective Australian semi-government issuance made particularly strong positive
contributions to returns in an environment of subdued global growth and continuing disinflation (a slowing in the rate at which prices rise).
A bias towards sterling-denominated investment-grade bonds (debt issued by companies which are rated BBB and above by the credit
rating agency Standard & Poor’s) also proved beneficial, aided by broadly stable spreads and a strong underlying rally in the gilt market.
The Fund’s firm bias towards euro-denominated and European holdings benefited from expectations of support from the European
Central Bank. This ensured that its modest emerging-market exposure also contributed positively to performance.
Positions in high-yield corporate debt (debt rated below BBB by Standard & Poor’s) proved a drag on returns, as investors became
concerned about the extent to which valuations had grown and the broader impact of the tightening of US monetary policy. A small highyield position in Phones 4u was a particular negative, as the phone retailer went into administration in September.
BNY Mellon Global Management Limited is registered in the Republic of Ireland.

Investment return achieved for the period

+2.68%.
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Fidelity International
Fidelity Eurozone Select Real Estate Fund
How the assets are managed
The Eurozone Select Fund was launched in July 2011 to invest in the core Eurozone markets – principally Germany, France and Benelux.
The Fund continues to attract new capital from investors with the Gross Asset Value, including undrawn commitments, exceeding €240m
as at the end of March 2015.
The Fund has exposure to a balanced mix of office, logistics and retail in Western European cities including Paris, Berlin, Brussels and
Amsterdam. As at the end of December 2014 the fund has 10 assets and over 60 individual tenancies.

Value of the Assets
Market value of the assets held at 1st January 2014                      € 20,089,685
Net Contributions

         

                            -    

Appreciation/depreciation

    €    1,448,626                   

Market value of assets held at 31st December 2014

    € 21,538,311           

How the assets are invested
Geographic & Sector Breakdown, as at 31st December 2014
France

    51.0%

Office

65.0%

Germany

    25.0%

Retail

18.0%

Belgium

    18.0%

Industrial

17.0%

Netherlands

      6.0%

Overview of investment performance
The fund performance for the year to 31st December 2014 was 7.2% with 5.6% coming from the strong income return which was
complimented by capital growth of 1.6%.  Capital growth was evenly distributed across the portfolio with the weight of money currently
being invested into core Western real estate leading to yield compression within the portfolio.  
Recent Activity
During the year the Fund extended the leases of two key tenants in France which shall add value to the portfolio in Q1 2015 when they
become effective.  The Fund also acquired its first retail investment a modern 5,400 m² retail asset in the wealthy town of Waterloo, just
10km south of Brussels. At a price around €23 million, the deal reflected a net initial yield of just under 6%.
Fidelity International Real Estate Fund is registered in Luxembourg.

Investment return achieved for the period
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+7.2%

Goldman Sachs
Asset Management International
How the assets are managed
Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme Trustees Limited are currently invested in the following Funds:
     •     Goldman Sachs Fundamental Currency Fund Plc
     •     Goldman Sachs Global Currency Plus Portfolio
Our investment philosophy is based on our belief that currency markets are inefficient and provide opportunity to generate excess
returns. We employ rigorous fundamental analysis based on careful economic and market research. We also believe that our ability to
exploit currency market inefficiencies is maximized by employing the broadest opportunity set globally, by combining major and emerging
currencies. The Fundamental Currency team adopts a team-based approach to decision making based on a common set of investment
criteria and goals. This team-based approach helps to ensure consistency and continuity of our investment process and provides a
performance track record for which the team is responsible. GSAM implements currency views using primarily over-the-counter (“OTC”)
foreign exchange spot and forward contracts up to a 12-month tenor. Where permitted, currency options strategies are implemented
using OTC options contracts and non-deliverable forward (“NDF”) contracts are used for emerging markets trades where a liquid spot
and forward market is not available. The choice of instrument is influenced by the size of the portfolio, the transaction type and size, the
investment horizon, relative transaction costs (including market impact) and the ability to “short”.

Value of the Assets
Market Value at 1st January 2014

    

Net Contributions

                         €

    Appreciation/depreciation

       € 20,231,181
             -          

                         €    1,916,085                  

    Market Value as at 31 December 2014                                          € 22,147,266
st

Overview of investment performance
The portfolio outperformed over the first quarter of 2014. Our tactical position in the Russian ruble was the biggest contributor to
performance. We held a tactical short position in the ruble in January and in second half of February. Towards the end of March we pared
our short in ruble and held a tactical long position after tensions surrounding Ukraine eased a bit. Our long position in the euro also
contributed to performance, as the euro appreciated against the US dollar over the quarter. On the detractors’ front, our short position in
the New Zealand dollar and Swiss franc were the biggest detractors. We held a short position in the New Zealand dollar as we believe the
valuations appear stretched, and a lot of good news (hawkish central bank, better economic data) has already been priced in. Our short
Swiss franc position is a funding source for our long position in the US dollar.
The portfolio outperformed over the second quarter of 2014. Our tactical long positioning in Brazilian real contributed most to performance
over the quarter. We believed that the current low level of inflation will push capital back into high carry and under owned currencies
such as the real. Our short position in the Swedish krona and long Malaysian ringgit position also contributed to performance. Our long
position in the Indian rupee was the largest detractor from performance primarily as the currency depreciated driven by aggressive
central bank intervention. Despite seeing increased capital inflows the rupee weakened on the back of central bank’s US dollar purchases,
which took the currency reserves to all-time high. Our short position in Japanese yen also detracted from performance. The Japanese yen
appreciated 1.9% over the quarter due to the Bank of Japan’s (BoJ) reluctance to take further monetary easing action. After the sales tax
hike, price increases appear to be reflecting in the recent inflation print, which came in higher than the BoJ’s target.
The portfolio outperformed over the third quarter of 2014. Our short position in the Swiss franc and the euro were primary contributors
to performance. The euro had another negative quarter, depreciating 7.1%, driven by the dovish stance of the European Central Bank
(ECB) following the weaker economic data in the region. The ECB implemented further monetary easing, by cutting its deposit rate and
announcing an ABS purchase program. The franc fell in sympathy with the euro as the central bank reiterated its commitment to maintain
the EURCHF floor. Our dynamic positioning in the Australian dollar also contributed to performance over the quarter. Our long position in
the Polish zloty and Mexican peso detracted from performance as the currencies depreciated in line with a general strengthening of the
US dollar against emerging market currencies.
The portfolio outperformed over the fourth quarter of 2014. Our long US dollar positioning versus Swiss franc and Japanese yen were
the primary contributors to performance. The franc depreciated over the quarter, mainly in December, in sympathy with the depreciating
Euro as the Swiss National Bank maintained the 1.20 EURCHF floor. The Japanese yen shed 8.4% over the last quarter, majority of which
was in the month of November. The depreciation in yen was primary fuelled by the monetary policy divergence between the US Federal
Reserve and Bank of Japan (BoJ), as expectations of further monetary easing by BoJ increased with deteriorating economic conditions
in Japan. Some of the positive attribution was offset by our exposures in Norwegian krone and Turkish lira. The Norwegian krone was
the worst performing G10 currency, largely driven by plummeting oil prices as the country is the largest oil producer in Western Europe.
Goldman Sachs Asset Management is registered in the UK.

Investment return achieved for the period

+9.47%
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Irish Life Investment Managers
How the assets are managed
The long term investment objectives of your pension fund are to achieve a return on fund assets which is sufficient, over the long-term, to
meet your funding objectives and to earn a rate of return on assets that will exceed inflation and the risk free rate (cash).
In general, this will require a long-term investment return of at least price inflation plus 4% per annum. Examination of the long term
return characteristics of asset types indicates that these objectives are most likely to be achieved by allocating a higher proportion of
the fund to risk assets, such as equities and property with lower allocations to monetary assets such as bonds and cash. Each scheme
however is unique and as such will have its own unique characteristics that determine the appropriate asset allocations between risk &  
monetary assets. Risk assets as outlined above whilst providing superior longer term returns, tend to be more volatile when compared
with monetary assets which historically have provided lower returns but with less volatility.

Value of the Assets
     Bid  Value of the assets held at 31st December 2013                                  
          € 386,314,745
  Net Contributions            
€   47,167,014
Appreciation /Depreciation                                                                                                   €   58,218,918    
               Bid Value of the assets held at 31st December 2014                                                      € 491,700,677

How the assets are invested
Irish Government Bond Fund S20
Indexed Developed World Equity Fund - The Indexed FT World Developed Equity Fund is managed on a passive basis against the
FTSE World Developed Index. The fund tracks the market return by investing in a basket of securities in the same proportion as they
are represented in the market index. The fund is re-balanced on a monthly basis.
Alpha Cash 2 - The Cash Fund aims to provide capital security through investment predominately in managed mixed deposits together
with short dated gilts and money market instruments.
     
Alpha Cash Fund - The Cash Fund aims to provide capital  security through investment predominately in managed mixed deposits
together with short dated gilts and money market instruments.
  
CWPS Annuity Fund - The CWPS Annuity Fund is a passively managed unitised fixed interest fund managed against a bespoke
benchmark as advised by the Scheme Actuary and Acuvest.
     
CWPS Current Pensioner Fund - This Fund is a passively managed unitised fixed interest fund managed against a bespoke benchmark
as advised by the Scheme Actuary and Acuvest.
Irish Life MSCI Emerging Markets Equity - The Indexed Emerging Market Fund is managed on an indexed basis against the MSCI
Emerging Markets Index. The fund captures the characteristics of the underlying index in terms of country  and industry exposure.
Emerging markets involve higher risk than investments in developed markets.
Small Cap Equity CW -The fund will track the MSCI World Small Cap Index on an optimised basis. Over a three year term, the performance
objective is to produce a rate of return (before fees and allowing for identified tax leakages) on the total assets of the Scheme under
management that differs from the return on the benchmark by no more than  0.75 percent per annum. The performance difference in
any given year should be no more than 1.0 per cent.

Overview of investment performance
In the year ending 31st December 2014 Equity markets have risen, supported by central bank’s monetary policies, improving momentum
in the global economy, a reduction in overall riskfactors for markets and evidence of inflows into equity funds for the first time in a number
of years The FTSE® World Index returned 19.3% for the year ending 31st December 2014.
The Irish economy has improved with recent economic releases generally being positive. The ISEQ returned 16.8% for the year ending 31/12/2014.
Low levels of inflation and inflation expectations in the Eurozone, uncertainties related to geo-political tensions and the additional stimulus
measures announced by the ECB with speculation that additional measures could still be announced, including a sovereign bond purchase
programme, have led German 10 year yields to reach new historic all-time lows of 0.53%. The ML EMU >5 yrs bond index returned 20.6%
for the year ending 31st December 2014.
Property returned 38.4% for the year ending 31st December 2014. The Irish property market has been strong with activity at record levels
due to a high level of buyer interest.
Irish Life Investment Managers Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and is registered in the Republic of Ireland.

Investment return achieved for the period
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Indexed Developed World Equity Fund
Irish Life MSCI Emerging Markets Equity
Alpha Cash 2
Alpha Cash Fund
CWPS Annuity Fund
CWPS Current Pensioner Fund
Irish Government Bond Fund S20

19.3%
11.5%
  0.1%
  0.1%
19.0%
20.5%
12.9%

Legal and General
Investment Management
How the assets are managed
LGIM manage assets for CWPS on an indexation based contract.
We have a distinctive value enhancing approach to managing index portfolios. As a responsible indexer, we strongly believe that we
have two equally important objectives: close tracking and maximising returns. This approach has enabled us to establish a performance
track record which generally shows a consistent positive outcome relative to the benchmark whilst remaining within the target tracking
tolerance.
At LGIM, the choice of full replication or sampling for portfolio construction is driven by the target tracking error, the size of the investment
and the structure of the benchmark index. While a tight tracking error and a large investment may imply full replication, a smaller
investment to track a well diversified index requires a sampling method. The other factors to take into consideration are average size of
the ongoing cashflow and its frequency, as well as liquidity of the securities involved.
For government bond funds, we favour what can be termed a “pragmatic replication” method. To this effect, we aim to hold all securities
within the index in line with their index weights and allow the security weights to fluctuate within a narrow band, consistent with the target
tracking error, to minimise unnecessary rebalancing and hence transaction costs.

Value of the Assets
    Market Value of the assets held at 31st December 2013                                                €138,324,951
Net Contributions            
(€     1,119,212)
Appreciation /Depreciation                                                                                                    €    23,590,585
               Market Value of the assets held at 31st December 2014                                               € 160,796,324

How the assets are invested
Eurozone 5A Govt Bond Over 10 Yr
% of Overall 62.10%
France
Germany
Belgium
Netherlands
Austria
Finland
Total

40.04%
29.53%
12.74%
  9.15%
  6.58%
  1.96%
  100%

Eurozone 5A Govt Bond Under 5 Yr
% of Overall 37.90%
France
38.45%
Germany
33.84%
Netherlands           10.90%
Belgium
  8.57%
Austria
  5.96%
Finland
  2.28%
Total
   100%

Overview of investment performance
Data releases have highlighted divergent trends in the major economies over 2014. After severe winter weather triggered a contraction in
activity during the first quarter, the US economy rebounded strongly and grew at the fastest pace in eleven years during the third quarter.
The UK economy has seen a marked turnaround, led by a revival in the dominant services sector. In both economies, the central banks
have signalled a shift towards a gradual tightening of monetary policy provided the recovery is maintained. Pressure to raise interest rates
eased in recent months as the oil price fell dramatically, ending 2014 at below $60/barrel.
In contrast to the US and UK, the euro zone growth has disappointed. Although the European Central Bank (ECB) sanctioned a further cut
in interest rates, pressure has mounted on the ECB to implement additional monetary policy action in the form of large-scale quantitative
easing (asset purchases) to avert the threat of deflation, as the consumer price index has significantly undershot its official 2% target.
In Japan, a controversial 3% VAT hike in the spring heralded a sharp contraction in economic output during the second quarter and
consumer demand remains sluggish although the weakness of the yen has boosted exports. The Bank of Japan recently announced an
extension to its asset purchase programme, in a further attempt to revive economic activity. Data releases from the emerging economies
have been divergent. In China, the crackdown on shadow banking and speculative investment in the real estate market led to a slowdown.
A number of other emerging nations, notably India and Taiwan, have reported an upturn in activity, although Brazil has slipped into
recession while the Russian economy has been hard hit by the plunge in energy prices and western sanctions.
Legal and General Investment Management is registered in the UK.

Investment return achieved for the period

Euro Govt Bond Over 10 yr Index          *+13.5%
Eurozone 5A Govt Bond Over 10 yr

+27.8%

Eurozone 5A Govt Bond Under 5 yr

  +2.3%

Total Assets

+17.1%

*Return to 9 July 2014
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Principal Global Investors
Equity Funds Report
How the assets are managed
We are fundamental investors leveraging technology to enhance the productivity, focus and objectivity of our people. We believe
bottom-up stock selection is the most reliable and repeatable source of consistent performance. We consider three key attributes in
order to identify superior stocks:
•

Sustainable fundamental change

•

Rising investor expectations

•

Attractive relative valuations

We integrate systematic and traditional fundamental research to obtain:
•

Breadth of research through a sophisticated systematic framework

•

Depth of research through traditional focused due diligence and expertise

Value of the Assets
Market value of assets held at 1st January 2014                                                           € 90,184,678
Disposals                                                                                                                                (€ 33,899,490)
                Dividends reinvested                                                                                                            €       545,895
Appreciation/Depreciation                                                                                                 € 14,566,736
Market value of assets held at 31st December 2014                                                   € 71,397,819

How the assets are invested as at 31st December 2014
US Equity Fund                                                                                                                                   61.24%
                European Equity Fund                                                                                                                      28.17%
                Japanese Equity Fund                                                                                                                         8.32%
                Asia ex Japan Equity Fund                                                                                                                 2.27%
                            

Overview of investment performance
After delivering solid gains in the first half of the year, global equity markets saw a moderate pull back in the third quarter of 2014. The
choppy period was capped by selling pressure in September, particularly the last two weeks of trading. Results were broadly divergent
across sectors and regions, including pronounced downturns in some areas. Yet, most pockets of weakness could be reasonably
described as healthy corrections. Corporate profit levels and overall earnings performance remains broadly constructive.
We continue to remain broadly constructive on global equity markets on the basis of free cash flows, high profit margins, and reasonable
valuations. While natural resource producers and related capital equipment manufacturers face significant downward earnings pressures,
a majority of other sectors continue to offer upside surprise potential. Markets will, of course, continue to face some risk of correction due
to profit taking and rebalancing pressures by pension and institutional investors, and market volatility seems quite likely to rise from the
very subdued levels of the past few years

Investment Return achieved for the period

					

  Fund

US Equity

   27.2%

29.5%

European Equity

     8.1%

  6.8%

Japanese Equity

     7.1%

  9.3%

Asia ex Japan Equity

   14.4%

17.5%

            Benchmark

Overall Investment return achieved for the period
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+19.6%

Principal Global Investors
Post Global Limited Term High Yield Fund Report
How the assets are managed
The Fund’s primary objective is to seek to achieve a high rate of return relative to the 18-month U.S. Treasury yield.
The Fund seeks to accomplish its objective by primarily investing in a portfolio of short-term, lower volatility, high yield debt with an average
duration of approximately 12-24 months. The Fund will invest in a diversified portfolio of high yield securities, including global corporate
bonds, bank debt, convertible bonds, commercial paper and preferred stocks. Of  these securities, the Fund intends to primarily invest
in “called” bonds, “tendered” bonds, maturing bonds, puttable bonds, callable bonds, company buy-backs and anticipated take-outs.

Value of the Assets
Market value of assets held at 1st January 2014                                                          € 20,922,949                 
Net contribution                                                                                                                   €                    Appreciation/Depreciation                                                   
   €       443,598
Market value of assets held at 31st December 2014                                                  € 21,366,547

How the assets are invested as at 31st December 2014
             Global Limited Term High Yield Fund  

             100%
                          

Overview of investment performance
Following multiple years of strong performance, the high yield market experienced increased volatility and significant weakness during
the second half of 2014 as fundamental credit quality declined, global macro conditions deteriorated, and technical dynamics across
the corporate credit market weakened. Despite this volatility, our continued focus on investing in high quality businesses in attractive
industries has resulted in portfolios with positive asymmetric skew, leading to strong and steadily improving relative out performance and
risk-adjusted performance over the last three years. Although seemingly counter intuitive on the surface, our focus on quality, value, and
safety has not only resulted in strong downside protection, but has also materially enhanced our upside capture. In addition, we believe
our tactical and opportunistic approach has driven incremental alpha in our more unconstrained accounts.
Although we continue to maintain a cautious view of the world, we believe the corporate credit market possesses relatively attractive
levels of absolute and relative value (across the entire credit curve) given the reasonably good U.S. economy, accommodative monetary
policies globally, and significant spread and yield widening over the last six months. For 2015, we believe the high yield market will likely
return approximately 5% to 7% with considerable room for additional upside, especially if commodities rebound. However, we believe
volatility will remain elevated and that a number of more negative scenarios exist, leading to “wider confidence intervals” and a broader
range of potential outcomes. That said, we believe we are well positioned to outperform the overall high yield market given the strength,
quality, and value of the portfolios, and capitalize on any volatility by tactically repositioning the portfolios, as we have consistently done
over the last several years.
Principal Global Investors (Europe) Ltd is registered in the UK.

Note: The US Dollar investments held by Principal Global Investors (PGI) were valued by PGI at the FT spot rate, but should have been valued at a closing rate per the ECB. This
has been adjusted for the financial statements.

Investment return achieved for the period

+1.5%  
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Ruffer LLP
How the assets are managed
Ruffer began managing a part of the Scheme’s assets in 2010. The Scheme is invested in the Ruffer Total Return International Fund.
Ruffer aims to preserve capital over any 12 month period and generate positive returns meaningfully ahead of the return on cash. In
keeping with our absolute return approach, the portfolio comprises global equities, to drive gains during favourable economic and market
conditions, together with a selection of bonds, currencies and gold, which are included to provide protection in the event of a fall in
markets. From time to time, the portfolio may also purchase derivative protection.

Value of the Assets  
   Market Value of the assets held at 1st January 2014                                    
            € 32,200,000
                Net Contributions                                                                                                                        €                               Appreciation/Depreciation                                                   
                             5.8 %                         
                Value of the assets held at 31st December 2014                                                                € 34,000,000

How the assets are invested
          Japan equities                                                                   18.00%
             Non-UK index-linked                                                        16.00%
             North America equities                                                  12.00%
             Index linked gilts                                                               11.00%
             Long dated index-linked gilts                                        11.00%
             UK equities                                                                         11.00%
             Cash                                                                                     10.00%
             Asia ex-Japan equities                                                       4.00%
             Gold and gold equities                                                      4.00%
             Europe equities                                                                   2.00%
             Illiquid Strategies                                                                1.00%
                                                                                                          100.00%                     

Overview of investment performance
2014 began with three widely held views; that the US economy would continue to strengthen, that bonds yields would continue their
upward normalisation process, and consequently the value of the US dollar would rise.  In the event the polar vortex derailed the US
economy in the first quarter and whilst the Federal Reserve continued to reduce its asset purchases under the leadership of new Chair
Janet Yellen, it was equally at pains to draw a sharp distinction between that process and the timing of any interest rate rise. The eurozone
also saw sluggish growth, now encompassing the previously immune German economy; this, coupled with a succession of low inflation
readings eventually led ECB President Mario Draghi to the brink of announcing full-blown quantitative easing (QE). In Japan the economy
also slowed as the sales tax rose from 5% to 8% on April 1, undermining Prime Minister Abe’s aim of achieving 2% inflation. Hence, to
the surprise of many, 2014 was marked by significant falls in global bond yields, driven by the mixed economic data and the persistent
disinflationary background. This benefited the portfolio’s holdings in long-dated inflation-linked bonds, despite the lack of any actual
inflation itself, with the index-linked bond prices moving sharply higher along with their conventional cousins.
Elsewhere our exposure to Japanese equities, which provided such a boost to performance in 2013, has been more of a mixed blessing
this year. The Japanese market weakened in the early part of 2014 as the sales tax increase approached, and only really staged a recovery
with the surprise expansion of Japanese QE at the end of October. Western equity markets generally struggled to make any progress
during 2014, with the notable exception of the US, where the portfolio benefited from some good stock selection, in particular Microsoft,
Texas Instruments and the two US defence stocks, General Dynamics and Lockheed Martin.
The final months of 2014 were nothing if not eventful. October’s ‘flash crash’ briefly took equities down 7% from their September highs,
while that month also witnessed the end of quantitative easing (QE) in the US and a sharp rise in volatility across financial assets. Elsewhere,
the oil price slumped by 40%, ending the quarter at $57 per barrel, driving the rouble down over 30% against the US dollar and adding to
deflationary concerns. Eurozone risks returned in the form of the failure to elect a new Greek president, meaning an early general election
in January. Further afield Chinese equities surged by 37% as the authorities gave extra stimulus to the equity market with rate cuts. Our
option positions helped us weather October’s storm, while the promise of further low inflation readings, via weak commodity prices,
paradoxically produced strong gains for our UK long-dated index-linked bonds. Other helpful developments were a return to strength for
the US dollar and the continued rehabilitation of Japanese equities.
Lest this seem too pat, clear and present risks abound. Notwithstanding the benign economic effects of the collapsing oil price; there are
also more malign financial risks from a heightened threat of deflation and the exposure of high yield debt markets to the energy sector. In
this and other contexts the US Federal Reserve has recently been voicing concerns over the risk of dislocation from a lack of liquidity in
certain areas of the financial system. Combined with an equity bull market now almost six years old, these factors emphasise the need to
keep our primary aim of capital preservation firmly in view.    Ruffer LLP is registered in the UK.
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Investment return achieved for the period

+5.8%

Schroder Investment Management
(Luxembourg) S.A.
How the assets are managed
The Fund aims to give investors a diversified exposure to commodities, through investment in commodity derivatives and commodityrelated equities. Although index unconstrained, this is a beta plus product with the return objective of outperforming the average of the
four main commodity indices, with lower volatility.
The Fund’s investment style is bottom-up, research driven, long only, unleveraged and actively managed. Although fundamentals drive the
investment process these are supported by quantitative analysis. In addition, timing and sizing is driven by a combination of technical and
sentiment analysis. Implementation is made over a wide investment universe and is diversified through a choice of sectors, exchanges,
futures contracts, as well as equities. Investments in the Fund are typically made on a 3-12 month time horizon.

Value of the Assets  
  Total assets as at 31st December 2013                                                                               € 36,126,245
               Net Contributions                                                                                                                      €                     Appreciation/Depreciation                                                   
        (€   8,662,214)
               Total assets held at 31st December 2014                                                          
         € 27,464,031

How the assets are invested
Commodity Fund as at 31st December 2014
Energy                                          43.5%
Base Metals
Precious Metals

14.0%   
                  11.8%

Grains

11.4%

Softs

   8.6%

Livestock

   6.2%

Oilseeds

   4.1%

Cash

   0.5%

Overview of investment performance
Commodity market investors experienced another challenging year in 2014, facing both elevated levels of volatility and negative returns.
Most commodity markets fell sharply in value, some by as much as 50% from the highs reached in the mid part of the year. Of the 35 major
traded commodity markets, only 10 managed to generate a positive total return. The broad strength of the US Dollar was a key factor,
compounding the difficulties created by a fragile global economy.
Energy was the worst performing sector, followed by precious metals, agriculture and then base metals. Energy suffered from an
overhang in US supply, while base metals were impacted by high inventories and weakening demand from countries such as China.
Agriculture markets generally weakened as a result of good weather conditions, ample supply (which outpaced demand growth), and the
resulting high inventories and stock to use ratios. Precious metals investment demand –  the primary price driving force in this market –
was muted due to continued US economic performance and the resultant perception that US real yields had likely bottomed. The Fund
did not manage to outperform overall in what was a challenging market environment. The Fund outperformed in energy and agriculture
but underperformed in metals. High levels of volatility, the influence of unorthodox monetary policies and a strengthening US Dollar all
affected market trends and the Fund’s subsequent relative and absolute performance

Schroder Investment Management (Luxembourg) S.A. is registered in Luxembourg.

Investment return achieved for the period

-23.93%
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Standard Life Investments
Standard Life Investments European Property Growth Fund LP
How the assets are managed
In 2014, the fund manager has been repositioning the portfolio to ensure that it is well placed to benefit from the cyclical upturn in
European real estate. Eight assets with a collective value of c.€86m were sold during the year and an office was acquired in the Netherlands
for €32m.  Subsequent to the end of 2014, a logistics property has been acquired in Venlo (the Netherlands) for c.€20m.

Value of the Assets
Investment Account as at 31 December 2013                                                    €33,015,878
       Investment Account as at 31 December 2014

                   €33,001,079

Investment return achieved for the period +3.1%.

The Global Absolute Return Strategies Fund
How the assets are managed
Your investment holds units in the following Standard Life Funds in accordance with the provisions of a Standard Life Trustee Investment
Plan policy. Standard Life Assurance Limited has delegated its investment management function to Standard Life Investments Limited.

Value of the Assets
Total Market value of the assets held at 1st January 2014                                   € 28,028,968
       Net Contributions / Withdrawals

                 (€       212,413)                       

       Appreciation/depreciation

                                    €   1,569,238            

       Market value of assets held at 31st December 2014

          

                  € 29,385,793                  

How the assets are invested
Global Absolute Return Strategies Fund        100%

Overview of investment performance
The Global Absolute Return Strategies Fund delivered positive returns over the year to December 2014, comfortably outperforming
its cash benchmark. After making steady upward progress over much of the year, markets subsequently became more volatile amid
heightened concerns about US interest rates, geopolitics and global growth. The Russia/Ukraine conflict temporarily unsettled markets at
the start of 2014. However, European equities proved comparatively resilient, buoyed by favourable economic data, declining European
sovereign bond yields and mounting expectations of interest rate cuts in Europe. These factors were supportive of three of our strategies:
European versus US and Japanese duration, European forward-start interest rates and our European long-end curve steepener strategy.
Through the summer, global equity and bond markets made further gains, helped by accommodative central bank policy and generally
encouraging economic numbers, particularly from the US.
Thereafter, the mood turned more wary, owing to series of disappointing growth data from the Eurozone, China and Japan. Additionally,
the unrelenting decline in the price of oil and other commodities added to doubts about global growth expectations. Consequently, after
a strong rebound in November, risk assets slumped in December. The weakness in commodities drove losses from our global miners
versus Swiss equity position and our exposure to global oil majors. Offsetting these, a number of our currency pairs performed well,
including our long US dollar versus both the Canadian dollar and the euro. Our long Indian rupee versus euro strategy was also profitable,
India being a beneficiary of cheaper commodities.
Standard Life Investments Limited is registered in Scotland.

Investment return achieved for the period
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+5.6%

State Street Global Advisors
Passive Equity Mandate
How the assets are managed
The portfolio seeks to track the FTSE All World Developed Index & FTSE RAFI All World 3000 Index which means keeping the difference
between the fund returns and the index returns to a minimum. SSGA typically employs a full replication indexing methodology to purchase
the weighted-average securities that compose the index. As a result, the portfolio fully reflects the underlying index and does not assume
active sector or security risk exposures. When necessary, SSGA may utilise sampling and optimisation, which may involve the use of
derivative instruments

Value of the Assets
Bid Capital Market value of the assets held at 1st January 2014
   Net Contributions / Withdrawals

             € 134,944,217
            (€   23,151,677)                        

   Appreciation/depreciation

                               €    22,557,922

   Bid Capital Market Value at 31st  December 2014

  

             € 134,350,462

How the assets are invested
North America
Eurozone (ex Irl)
Japan
U.K.
Other
Pacific Rim ex Japan
Non-Euro Europe ex UK
Ireland
Financial Futures		
Cash Accounts		

  55.21%
  10.55%
    9.22%
    8.14%
    6.67%

  

   
		
		

           

    5.10%
     4.25%
    0.06%
0.70%
0.10%

  100%

Overview of investment performance
Widely expected to hit the year running, the US instead faltered as weather disruptions caused Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to contract
by more than 2% in Q1. The eurozone recovery appeared to stall prematurely while Japan’s economy went into reverse after a sales tax
hike.  A shifting geopolitical landscape became an unexpectedly central feature, with conflicts escalating in Ukraine and the Middle East,
while a tumbling oil price created a new narrative as 2015 approached.  The ECB cut interest rates from 0.25% to 0.05%, while pushing its
deposit rate into negative territory at -0.20%. It also edged closer to full QE as deflation came closer to reality and the eurozone economy
struggled for growth. Japan also increased its bond purchased programme in an effort to re-energise growth prospects. Meanwhile, the
US Fed ended its QE programme in October, and while the dollar appreciated through the year, treasury yields actually declined, albeit
not as much as elsewhere.
Many stock markets saw advances that were buoyed by resilient corporate profitability levels, although a return of volatility in the
final quarter threatened to erode those gains.  There were significant performance differentials by stock, sector and country in 2014 –
investors were cautiously selective wherever they operated. Overall, most equity investors were generally sitting on healthy gains for the
12 months.  
The MSCI World Index was up almost 9.8% in local currency terms (19.5% in euro terms), although currency market moves resulted in
significant translation effects depending on investors’ currency base.  The strong recovery of US economic and corporate conditions
through the last nine months of the year helped drive the US S&P 500 Index through a series of record highs to a gain of 12.4%, while the
buoyancy of eurozone equities partially deflated against the backdrop of a deteriorating economic outlook and renewed skittishness
around Greece’s future in the euro; Germany’s DAX rose 2.7%, Spain’s IBEX was up 3.7%, while the French CAC fell 0.5%. Emerging markets
as a whole recovered from a ropey start to 2014 amid US growth and hopes that the election of reformers in India and Indonesia and the
implementation of reforms in China would provide for a more stable economic and investment outlook; the MSCI Emerging Markets Index
rose 5.2% in local currency terms (+11.4% in euro terms).  As noted, returns were mixed depending on the market. The near-50% slide in
oil prices weighed heavily on the energy sector and those countries that rely heavily on oil income.
State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited is registered in the Republic of Ireland.

Investment return achieved for the period

+18.12%
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Actuarial Review
Actuarial position as at 31st December 2014
The Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme (the Scheme) was established by a Trust Deed dated 25 May 2006 and
commenced with effect from 1 July 2006. Under the Pensions Act (the Act), I am required to carry out a formal actuarial
valuation of the Scheme every three years.  The third formal actuarial valuation of the Scheme was completed as at 31
December 2014 and included an assessment of the Scheme’s funding position under the Minimum Funding Standard
specified by the Act.  
The Trustee has allocated the Scheme’s assets to form separate reserves within the Scheme to provide for members’ benefit
entitlements under the Scheme. We carried out an actuarial assessment of the funding position of the Scheme as at 31
December 2014 to assess the value that might be placed on these reserves within the Scheme and further information is
contained below.  The values of the various reserves as at 31 December 2013 are included in brackets.
I have also prepared an Actuarial Funding Certificate and Funding Standard Reserve Certificate for the Scheme as at 31
December 2014 as required under the Act and copies of these certificates are included in the Scheme’s annual report.

The Annuity Fund
The Trustee holds a reserve, the Annuity Fund, within the Scheme to cover the payment of pensions to members who have already
retired. The level of this reserve is determined by reference to the assets which might be required to provide for the continued
payment of pensions to current pensioners and incorporating the minimum solvency levels required by law (and include an allowance
for the expenses which would be incurred in winding up the Scheme).  The assets backing the Annuity Fund are predominately
invested in a portfolio of fixed interest securities designed to match the Scheme’s expected benefit cashflows.  
In addition, in order to provide greater security for the Scheme and its members, the Scheme holds additional assets within the
Annuity Reserve as a further margin above the assessed value of the Scheme’s liabilities.  
As at 31 December 2014, the value of the Annuity Fund including the associated Annuity Reserve, was €216 million (€212 million).  

Members Reserve
The majority of the Scheme’s assets make up the values of individual member accounts for each member of the Scheme who has
not yet retired.  The individual member accounts are invested within the Scheme on a defined contribution basis and allocated to
separate investment sub funds depending on the member’s age.  The Trustee sets a target asset allocation for each sub fund but
recognises that the actual asset allocation of the Scheme’s assets at a point in time may diverge from the strategic asset allocation
due to reasons of cashflow, investment performance, market return expectations, etc.  
The Trustee has invested the assets on behalf of members who have not yet retired with the aim of providing a reasonable rate of
investment return whilst the fund accumulates and then gradually phasing the assets so that they more closely match the cost of
providing the member with the pension and lump sum benefits which they might be receive at retirement.  As noted earlier in the
Scheme’s annual report, during 2015 the Trustee, in conjunction with its advisors reviewed the approach to the phasing of members’
accounts through the various sub funds to better match the nature of the benefits which members might expect at retirement.  
The Trustee monitors and reviews the Scheme’s asset allocation in conjunction with its advisors.  The assets which make up the
values of individual member accounts for each member of the Scheme are mainly invested in equity and property investments.  The
investments for members are then gradually transitioned to either cash investments or a mixture of cash and fixed interest securities
as they approach retirement.
Under the rules of the Scheme, the Trustee has the ability to hold back an element of investment return when markets are performing
strongly in order to enable it to smooth any investment return or adjustment during falling markets.  This Investment Smoothing
Reserve forms part of the Members Reserve.  To date, the Trustee has fully credited members’ accounts with the investment return
which has been assessed to have been achieved by the Scheme’s assets.  No element of investment return has therefore been held
back or allocated to the Investment Smoothing Reserve.
As at 31 December 2014, the value of Member Accounts including contributions received but not yet allocated was €999 million
(€890 million).  This includes the return allocated to members’ accounts as part of the quarter 4 2014 investment return allocation.
As at 31 December 2014, the value of the Investment Smoothing Reserve was €nil (€nil).

Death-in-Service and Expense Reserves
The Trustee holds a reserve within the Scheme to meet the death-in-service benefits payable under the Scheme rules for a period of
time should the death-in-service portion of employee and employer contributions temporarily prove to be insufficient to meet the
actual benefit payments due. The estimated value of this reserve at 31 December 2014 was €2.0 million (€2.9 million).  
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A small reserve is also held to provide the Trustee with additional resources, if required, to meet Scheme expenses which might be
incurred but are not covered by the charges applied under the Scheme.  To date, all of the Scheme’s expenses have been met from
the charges applied under the Scheme. The estimated value of this reserve at 31 December 2014 was €1.4 million (€1.4 million).  

Actuarial Review
Former Members’ Reserve Fund
The benefit entitlements of former members of CFOPS were transferred to the Scheme in 2006 and this included an amount in
relation to former members who were over age 70 at that time but had not yet claimed their benefits. The value placed by CFOPS
on these entitlements was invested in individual member accounts within the Scheme for each of these members and is therefore
included within the Members Reserve as outlined above.  
In addition, for some members CFOPS did not have full and complete membership data and a reserve has been established by the
Trustee to provide for the potential additional liability which might occur should former CFOPS members come forward to claim their
benefits and the assets within their individual member accounts prove to be insufficient to meet the reasonable benefit entitlements
and expectations of these members.
This reserve is periodically reviewed by the Trustee and Scheme Actuary and the estimated value of the reserve at 31 December 2014
was €8.0 million (€11.3 million).

General Reserve
The balance of the Scheme’s assets in excess of the above reserves is held by the Trustee as a general reserve to support the overall solvency of the Scheme.  The value of this reserve at 31 December 2014 was €133 million (€100 million).
The total net asset value of the Scheme’s assets as at 31 December 2014 was €1,359 million (€1,218 million).
I presented my review of the actuarial position of the Scheme to the Trustee at meetings on 28 May 2015 and 27 August 2015.

Statutory funding position as at 31st December 2014
As part of our actuarial assessment of the funding position of the Scheme as at 31 December 2014, we also assessed the value that might
be placed on the Scheme’s liabilities were the Scheme to wind up at that date.
Based on the results of our actuarial assessment, I can confirm that if the Scheme had discontinued on 31 December 2014 and the
actuarial, membership and financial assumptions underlying the assessment were to be realised, the resources of the Scheme would have
been sufficient to cover the liabilities for benefits payable to members under the rules of the Scheme.
The Scheme’s assets at €1,359 million exceeded the Scheme’s total liabilities in the event of winding-up which were assessed as €1,196
million, as detailed below:
Annuity Fund

€182 million

Members’ Accounts

€999 million

Other reserves

  €15 million

Total

               €1,196 million

This assessment forms the basis of the calculations underlying the Actuarial Funding Certificate and Funding Standard Reserve Certificate
as at 31 December 2014, copies of which form part of this annual report.

Paul O’Brien FIA FSAI
Actuary
27th August 2015
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Schedule BD
Actuarial Funding Certificate

Schedule BD – Actuarial Funding Certificate
Article 4
THIS CERTIFICATE HAS BEEN PREPARED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION
42(1) OF THE PENSIONS ACT 1990 (the ACT) FOR SUBMISSION TO THE PENSIONS
AUTHORITY BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE SCHEME
SCHEME NAME:

Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme

SCHEME COMMENCEMENT DATE:

1 July 2006

PENSIONS AUTHORITY REFERENCE NO.

PB185038

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS CERTIFICATE:

31 December 2014

EFFECTIVE DATE OF PREVIOUS CERTIFICATE (IF ANY) 31 December 2011

On the basis of information supplied to me, having complied with any guidance prescribed
under section 42(4)(b) of the Act and, subject thereto, having regard to such financial and
other assumptions as I consider to be appropriate, I am of the opinion that at the effective date
of this certificate:(1) the resources of the scheme, which are calculated for the purposes of section 44(1) of
the Act to be €1,359.4m, *would/*would not have been sufficient if the scheme had
been wound up at that date to provide for the liabilities of the scheme determined in
accordance with section 44(1) of the Act which, including the estimated expenses of
administering the winding up of the scheme, amount to €1,195.6m, and
(2) €nil of the resources of the scheme referred to in paragraph (1) comprise contingent
assets, in accordance with and within the meaning of the guidance issued by the
Authority and prescribed under section 47 of the Act.
I, therefore, certify that as at the effective date of this certificate the scheme *satisfies/*does
not satisfy the funding standard provided for in section 44(1) of the Act.
I further certify that I am qualified for appointment as actuary to the scheme for the purposes
of section 51 of the Act.

Date: 27 August 2015

Signature:
Name:

Paul O’Brien

Name of Actuary’s Employer/Firm: Towers Watson
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Qualification: FSAI
Actuary Certificate No. P066

Schedule BE
Funding Standard Reserve Certificate
Schedule BE – Funding Standard Reserve Certificate

Article 4

THIS CERTIFICATE HAS BEEN PREPARED PURSUANT TO SECTION 42(1A) OF THE PENSIONS ACT,
1990 (the ACT) FOR SUBMISSION TO THE PENSIONS AUTHORITY BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE
SCHEME
SCHEME NAME:

Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme

SCHEME COMMENCEMENT DATE:

1 July 2006

PENSIONS AUTHORITY REFERENCE NO.

PB185038

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS CERTIFICATE:

31 December 2014

EFFECTIVE DATE OF PREVIOUS CERTIFICATE (IF ANY):

N/A

On the basis of information supplied to me, having complied with any guidance prescribed under section
42(4)(b) of the Act and, subject thereto, having regard to such financial and other assumptions as I consider
to be appropriate, I am of the opinion that at the effective date of this certificate:
(1)

the funding standard liabilities (as defined in the Act) of the scheme amount to €189.0m,

(2)

the resources of the scheme (other than resources which relate to contributions or a transfer of rights to the
extent that the benefits provided are directly related to the value of those contributions or amount transferred
(DC resources)), calculated for the purposes of section 44(1) of the Act amount to €350.2m,

(3)

€260.9m of the amount referred to in paragraph (2) (subject to a maximum of an amount equal to the funding

(4)

the amount provided for in section 44(2)(a) of the Act (10% x ((1) minus (3)) is €nil,

(5)

the amount provided for in section 44(2)(b) of the Act, being the amount by which the funding standard liabilities
of the scheme would increase if the interest rate or interest rates assumed for the purposes of determining the
funding standard liabilities were one half of one per cent less than the interest rate or interest rates (as
appropriate) assumed for the purposes of determining the funding standard liabilities less the amount by which
the resources of the scheme (other than DC resources) would increase as a result of the same change in
interest rate or interest rates is -€2.4m,

(6)

the aggregate of (4) and (5) above amounts to €nil, and

(7)

the additional resources (as defined in the Act) of the scheme amount to €nil of which, in accordance with and
within the meaning of the guidance issued by the Authority and prescribed under section 47 of the Act, €nil
comprises contingent assets and €nil of such contingent assets comprise an unsecured undertaking.

standard liabilities) is invested in securities issued under section 54(1) of the Finance Act 1970 (and known as
bonds), securities issued under the laws of a Member State (other than the State) that correspond to securities
issued under section 54(1) of the Finance Act 1970, cash deposits with one or more credit institutions and
such other assets (if any) as are prescribed under section 44(2)(a)(iv) of the Act,

I therefore certify that as at the effective date of the funding standard reserve certificate the scheme*does/*does not hold sufficient additional resources to satisfy the funding standard reserve as provided in
section 44(2) of the Act.
I further certify that I am qualified for appointment as actuary to the scheme for the purposes of section 51 of
the Act.

Signature:

Date: 27 August 2015

Name:
Paul O’Brien
Name of Actuary’s Employer/Firm: Towers Watson

Qualification: FSAI
Actuary Certificate No. P066

*Please delete whichever is not applicable
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Financial Statements
Statement of the Trustee’s responsibilities
The accounts are the responsibility of the Trustee. Irish pension legislation requires the Trustee to make available for each
scheme year the annual report of the Scheme, including audited accounts and the report of the auditor.   The accounts
are required to show a true and fair view, in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in Ireland, of the
financial transactions for the scheme year and the amount and disposition of the assets and liabilities (other than liabilities
to pay benefits in the future) at the end of the scheme year and include a statement as to whether the accounts have
been prepared in accordance with Statement of Recommended Practice - Financial Reports of Pension Schemes (“SORP”)
(Revised May 2007), subject to any material departures disclosed and explained in the accounts.
Accounting standards generally accepted in Ireland in preparing accounts showing a true and fair view are those published by of
Chartered Accountants Ireland and issued by the Accounting Standards Board.
Accordingly, the Trustee must ensure that it has supervised the preparation of the Scheme accounts and that:

•

suitable accounting policies are selected and then applied consistently;

•

reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates are made; and

•

the SORP is followed, or particulars of any material departures are disclosed and explained.

The Trustee is responsible for ensuring that proper membership and financial records are kept on a timely basis sufficient to enable an
Annual Report to be prepared for the Scheme containing the information specified in Regulation 7 of the Occupational Pension Schemes
(Disclosure of Information) Regulations 2006, including accounts which show a true and fair view of the financial transactions of the
Scheme in the year under review and of the assets and liabilities at the year end, other than liabilities for pensions and other benefits
payable after the year end. It is also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Scheme and hence for taking reasonable steps for the
prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities, including the maintenance of an appropriate system of internal control.

On behalf of the Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme Trustees Limited

Andrew O’Gorman				

William Wall

Director of Trustee Company			

Director of Trustee Company

Date 26th June 2015
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Financial Statements
Report of the independent Auditors to the Trustee and Members of Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme.
We have audited the financial statements of Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme for the year ended 31 December 2014 which comprise
the Fund Account, the Net Assets Statement and the related notes. These accounts on pages 42 to 47 have been prepared in accordance
with the Statement of Recommended Practice – Financial Reports of Pension Schemes (SORP), the Occupational Pension Schemes
(Disclosure of Information) Regulations 2006 - 2013 and the accounting policies set out on page 44.
This report is made solely to the Trustees and members of the pension scheme as a body. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we
might state to the pension scheme’s Trustee and members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no
other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the pension scheme
and the Trustee and members of the pension scheme as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective responsibilities of Trustee and Auditors
The Trustee’s responsibilities for preparing the accounts in accordance with applicable law and Irish Accounting Standards are set out in
the Statement of Trustee’s Responsibilities, on page 40.
Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements in accordance with relevant legal and regulatory requirements and International
Auditing Standards promulgated by the Auditing Practices Board in Ireland and the United Kingdom.
We report to you whether the accounts give a true and fair view of the financial transactions of the Scheme during the year ended 31
December 2014 and of its assets and liabilities at that date other than liabilities to pay pensions and benefits after the end of the scheme
year and contain the information specified in Schedule A to the Occupational Pension Schemes (Disclosure of Information) Regulations
2006.  We also state whether the contributions payable to the Scheme have been paid in accordance with the Scheme rules and have been
received within 30 days of the end of the scheme year.
We read the other information contained in the Annual Report and in the Appendices: the Report of the Trustee, the Investment Managers’
Reports, the Statement of Investment Policy Principles, the Actuarial Review, the Actuarial Statement and the Actuarial Funding Certificate.
We consider the implications for our report if we become aware of any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies with the
financial statements.

Basis of opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Auditing Standards issued by the Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes examination,
on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts and disclosures in the accounts. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates
and judgements made by the preparers of the accounts and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the scheme’s circumstances,
consistently applied and adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations we considered necessary in order to provide us with
sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the accounts are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other
irregularity or error.  In forming our opinion we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the accounts.

Opinions
In our opinion, the accounts give a true and fair view of the financial transactions of the Scheme during the year ended 31 December 2014
and of the disposition of its assets and liabilities at that date, other than liabilities to pay pensions and benefits after the end of the scheme
year and contain the information specified in Schedule A to the Occupational Pension Schemes (Disclosure of Information) Regulations
2006.
Contributions payable to the Scheme during the year ended 31 December 2014 have, in our opinion, been paid in accordance with the
Scheme rules.

Emphasis of matter
In forming our opinion we have considered the adequacy of the disclosures made in note 1(b) to the financial statements in relation to contributions
recognised on a cash receipts basis. While our opinion is not qualified in this respect, International Auditing Standards require the auditors to draw this
fact to the attention of the readers.

Contributions: Qualified statement relating to receipt of contributions within 30 days of the Scheme year end
In forming our statement as to whether contributions payable to the Scheme during the scheme year have been received by the Trustee
within 30 days of the end of the scheme year, we have considered the particular unique nature of the Scheme. The Trustee of the Scheme
may not be aware contributions are due to the Scheme until returns are made by the employer on behalf of the Scheme members in
their employment. As set out in note 1(b) of the financial statements, the Trustee is unable to ensure at all times that all contributions are
collected within 30 days of the scheme year end.
We are aware that once arrears of contributions are identified the Trustee has procedures for enforcement of contributions payment in
place, one of which includes notification to the members of the Scheme of contributions not remitted on their behalf to the Scheme.
As a result of this element of uncertainty we are unable to state whether contributions payable to the Scheme by all employers on behalf
of Scheme members have been received by the Scheme within 30 days of the end of the scheme year.

Mazars,
Chartered Accountants & Registered Auditors, Dublin 2
26th June 2015
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Fund Account
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2014
                            2014                                          2013
Note

                              €              

                             €

           

Contributions and Benefits
Contributions

2

               45,788,041

                   45,170,191

Transfers in

3

                     127,173

           

               45,915,214

                   45,321,355

4

               26,105,659

                29,161,707

Payments to and on account of leavers                        5

                 3,635,177

                  5,383,526

Benefits payable

   151,164        

Pension levy

6

            9,412,923

                6,853,815  

Administrative expenses                                   

7

            4,148,987
          43,302,746

                3,884,783
   
       
              45,283,831

         

            2,612,468

                      37,524

8

            4,566,078

                  5,692,521

Change in market value of properties                           9                                                 10,935,000

                  1,330,000

Change in market value of investments                      10

       125,032,463

                68,553,573

Administration income                     

            880,552

   873,058

Investment management expenses                             11

           (642,131)

Net additions from dealings with members

Returns on Investments
Investment income

NET RETURNS ON INVESTMENTS

               (416,097)

     140,771,962

            76,033,055

      143,384,430

            76,070,579

Net Assets of the Scheme at 1st January                                                    

   1,215,984,507

      1,139,913,928

Net Assets of the Scheme at 31st December

   1,359,368,937

      1,215,984,507

Net increase in the fund during the year

    

     

These financial statements were approved by the Board of Trustee on 26th June 2015 and are signed on their behalf by:

Andrew O’Gorman				

William Wall

Director of Trustee Company			

Director of Trustee Company

Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme Trustee Limited
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Statement of Net Assets
As at 31ST DECEMBER 2014

Note

                                 2014                                             2013
          
                               €
           €

Investments
Pooled investment vehicles

10

                1,289,091,896

        1,139,812,465

Properties

10  

                      32,795,000

               21,860,000

Cash deposits

10

                      26,618,840

               52,106,817

               

                1,348,505,736

        1,213,779,282

                   558,745

             2,050,114

          

                

Current Assets
              Debtors

12

              Cash at bank

                                                   12,215,538

             2,796,574

             12,774,283

             4,846,688

                1,911,082

             2,641,463

1,359,368,937

1,215,984,507

              Current Liabilities
              Liabilities: Amounts falling due within one year

13

              NET ASSETS OF THE SCHEME AT 31ST DECEMBER		

The financial statements summarise the transactions of the Scheme and deal with the net assets at the disposal of the Trustee.
They do not take account of obligations to pay pensions and benefits which fall due after the end of the Scheme year.
These financial statements were approved by the Board of Trustee on the 26th June 2015 and are signed on their behalf by:

Andrew O’Gorman				

William Wall

Director of Trustee Company			

Director of Trustee Company

Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme Trustees Limited

The notes on pages 44 to 47 form part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2014
1. Accounting policies
a.

Constitution of the fund and basis of preparation
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Occupational Pension Schemes (Disclosure of Information)
Regulations 2006 and with the guidelines set out in the Statement of Recommended Practice, “Financial Reports of Pension
Schemes” (Revised May 2007).
The fund was established by a definitive Trust Deed dated 25 May 2006. The Fund has been approved by the Revenue Commissioners.
The Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme is registered with the Pensions Authority as a defined benefit pension scheme. The
Scheme pays pensions to retired members from the resources of the Scheme and in the period up to retirement, individual member
accounts are maintained within the Scheme for each member on a defined contribution basis.

b.

Contributions
Contributions are recognised on a cash receipts basis when they are received by the Scheme. This treatment is at variance with
the requirements of Statement of Recommended Practice, Financial Reports of Pension Schemes (Revised May 2007) and FRS 12
‘Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets’. This policy is adopted because of the unique nature of the Scheme and the
multiplicity of employers. The Trustee of the Scheme is unable to estimate what contributions are due to the Scheme until returns
are made by employers on behalf of the Scheme members in their employment.

c.

Benefits payable
Benefits are accounted for in the year in which they fall due and represent all benefits payable to leavers prior to the Scheme
year end.

d.

Valuation of Investments
Investments are stated at market value on the final working day of the accounting period as follows:
Pooled investments vehicles are stated at the closing bid prices quoted by the fund managers.
Investment properties are valued in accordance with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors’ Valuation Standards. The Valuation
Standards UK PS 1.1, Valuation of Financial Statements, (which also applies in the Republic of Ireland) provides that properties
should be included at open market value or other appropriate basis of valuation. An example of circumstances in which open market
value may not be the appropriate basis of valuation are properties in the occupation of the pension scheme, which should be valued
at existing use value. As none of the investment properties are used solely in the occupation of the pension scheme, investment
properties are valued at market value in accordance with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors’ Valuation Standards.

e.

Investment Income
Income earned on investments in unit linked funds is not distributed but is accumulated with the capital of the funds. Any investment
income earned relates to distributions actually paid out by the Investment managers.

f.

Investment managers’ fees
Investment management fees are calculated as a percentage of the assets under management. Fees relating to unit funds are levied
directly in either the unit price or by surrendering units from the Scheme to the value of the fee. All fees are borne by the Scheme.

g.

Administrative expenses
The administrative expenses represent amounts payable in respect of the year.

h.

Taxation
The Scheme has been approved as an “exempt approved scheme” for the purposes of Section 784 and 785 of the Taxes Consolidation
Act, 1997 and thus the Scheme’s income and gains are exempt from taxation, with the exception of the pension levy which is borne
by the members.  

i.

Foreign currencies
Financial asset and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the rate ruling at the net assets statement date.  
Asset and liability balances are translated at bid and offer rates respectively. Transactions denominated in foreign currencies are
translated at the rate ruling at the date of the transaction. Gains and losses arising on translation of foreign currency investments are
accounted for within changes in market value of investments in the Fund Account.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2014
2. Contributions 					

2014                                           2013
                                  €                                                   €

Employers’ normal contributions
Members’ normal contributions
Members’ AVC’s

3. Transfers in

              26,968,771
              17,979,181
                    840,089

               26,620,957
               17,747,305
                     801,929

45,788,041

              45,170,191

    

€  

Transfers in from other schemes

4. Benefits payable

		

                              €

                   127,173

   151,164

									
    
€        

Pensions
Lump sum commutation of pensions
Lump sum death benefits
AVC Drawdown

5. Payments to and on account of leavers

                11,283,269
               14,168,405
                  3,371,816
                      338,217

                   26,105,659

                29,161,707

€        
                   3,635,177

6. Pension levy

          

              Pension Levy

   

           €

                   10,902,453
                   12,485,797
                     2,646,425
                           70,984

			

              Transfers to other schemes  

		

    

           €
                 5,383,526

€        
9,412,923

           €
                  6,853,815

The Scheme is subject to an annual levy of 0.75% (2013: 0.6%) on the aggregate market value (excluding contingent assets) of Scheme
assets.

7. Administrative expenses

Administration and processing
Legal & professional fees
Audit fee
Trustee fees and expenses
Property expenses
General expenses
Pensions Authority registration fees

         

             €

         

           €

                   3,431,000
                       295,487
                         43,050
                       126,702
                         92,350
                         71,114
                         89,284

                3,300,000
   228,407
                    43,050
   150,675
       9,150
    58,721
     94,780

     4,148,987

                  3,884,783
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Notes to the Financial Statements
YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2014
8. Investment income
                           2014                                            2013                
                                €
Net rents from properties
Income from fixed interest securities
Dividends from equities
Interest on cash deposits

                                                 €

                   2,069,727
                   1,172,409
              768,613
              555,329

                                                                                                                                 

9. Change in market value of properties

         

          4,566,078

		

               Increase in value of property

€        

                 10,935,000

                 2,212,952
                1,586,481
   593,582
             1,299,506  
             5,692,521

                              €
                 1,330,000

10. Investments

            Opening Value            

    Purchases               

          Sale             

Change in market value                 Closing Value

         €

          €

                €

Pooled investment
vehicles
         1,139,812,465               112,434,400

  (88,187,432)

         125,032,463                  1,289,091,896

Properties

               21,860,000          

       –

          –

           10,935,000                     32,795,000

Cash deposits

               52,106,817

       –

  €

                    (25,487,977)       

         1,213,779,282               112,434,400

(113,675,409)

      €

   –

  26,618,840  

         135,967,463               1,348,505,736

The change in market value of investments during the year comprises all increases and decreases in the market value of investments
held at any time during the year, including profits and losses realised on sales of investments during the year.
Where the investments are held in a unitised fund, the change in market value also includes expenses both implicit and explicit for
the period and any reinvested income, where the income is not distributed.
At the year end, independent valuations of certain investment properties were carried out by Jones Lang LaSalle Limited, whose
registered office is at 10/11 Molesworth Street, Dublin 2. The remaining properties were stated at fair value.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2014
11. Investment management expenses				

           

         

         2014             

         2013

            €                                                  €

              Investment manager fees payable
Property management costs

  

                       523,118
                       119,013

     250,525
     165,572

     642,131

                       416,097

12. Current assets
									

       €                                                  €

Other debtors

                89

1,013,554                    

Prepayments and accrued income

     558,656

1,036,560

     558,745

2,050,114

     

13. Current liabilities
								
Benefits due
PAYE/PRSI due

           €

                                                 €

     755,406

1,820,620

                       275,922

     262,250

Accruals and deferred income

     599,952

     558,593

Sinking Fund

     279,802

                  –

1,911,082

2,641,463

14. Potential benefit liabilities
The Trustee is not aware of any significant potential liabilities that exist at the year end which relate to members leaving or retiring from
the scheme at or before the year end.

15. Related party transactions
Under the Statement of Recommended Practice – Financial Reports of Pension Schemes (“SORP”), the related parties of pension schemes
fall into three broad categories:

i.

Employer-related parties which include participating employers who remit contributions to the Scheme.  

ii.

Trustee-related parties which include the trustee as set out on page 1 of this report. The Trustee is remunerated on a fee basis
and all fees are paid by the Scheme.  Trustee related expenses and annual trustee fees amounted to €126,702 (2013: €150,675)
with balances outstanding at the year-end of €53,188 (2013: €57,840).

iii. The SORP states that entities engaged by the trustee to manage the pension scheme or its assets, including any scheme
administrator or investment managers, should be presumed to related parties. Therefore this includes the investment managers
listed on page 5 and the administrator also listed on page 5. The associated amounts are disclosed in notes 11 and 7 respectively.
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Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme
Canal House
Canal Road
Dublin 6
t: 01 497 7663
e: info@cwps.ie
w: www.cwps.ie

